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Foreword

If the Natiodal Commission on Excellence in Education, which pre-
pared the well-known document A Nation at Rbk, had published
Joseph Carroll's The Copontran Plan as a companion piece, the school
reform movement in the United States would be far ahead of where
it is now

Joe Carroll is a practical educator who has worked in the public
schools of Cascade, Montana, Newton, Massachusetts, Westfield,
New Jersey, the District of Columbia, Los Alamos, New Mexico,
Palm Beach County, Florida, and the Masconomet Regional School
District in Massachusetts He served the last three of these school
systems as superintendent He knows how teachers and principals feel
at-out their jobs, and he knows '.ow taxpayers feel about the schools
He is well read in the literar re of recent school reform

Against this background, Joe Carroll has conic up with an impor-
tant rspective on the practical problems of chnging secondary
schools to enhance learning and to meet the needs of an increasingly
varied student population He calls it The Copetnitatt Plan because its
implementation will change the schools as completely as Copernicus's
ideas changed the perception of our solar system He is quite aware
that Copernicus's ideas were not well received at first

i the early to mid-1980s, school reform thinking in the United
States was dominated by the assumption that stiffer academic require-
ments; more standardized testing to assess learning, and more rigid
controls of who teaches, how they teach, and how they are paid
would bring about the needed improvements in quality That as-
sumption is now powerfully challenged by two viewpoints (1) that a
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good school must be a friendly place V, all a climate that builds the
cohfidence of individual students in their capacity to succeed V. Ink
offering teachers working conditions that support good Las:lng, and
(2) that creating this climate and these teaching conditions will in-
volve what we have come to label the restructuring of the school

The school reform movement has not totally rejected the prescrip-
tion of "higher standards" that dominated the early initiatives of gov-
einors, state legislatures, and school boards. It has, however, sought
new routes to attaining these objectiyesind the restructuring of
schools is rapidly :)ecoming the most important of these

Restructuring is a broad concept V. ith no exact &finition It can
consist of systems of choice, including vouchers, arrangements to
give individual schools more control over their own aftcurs with the
hope of tapping the creativity of teachersmd other changes in the
web of governance and policy that control the affairs of schools
Or it can be thought of as applying more explicitly to the internal
organization of schools--the routines uid assumptions of students
teachers, and principals as they go about their daily affairs

Joe Carroll's thinking in Pie Coperrucau Plan provides the individ-
ual school with a major source of stimulation for rethinking w hat it is
now doing Most of the critics and analysts of secondary schools in
recent year', have been much less specific than Joe about what to do
and why to improve the high school, although Theodore Sizer's
work is an iniport,', exception to this gmeralization Carroll and
Sizer both get into issues of more imaginative use of school time
through altered schedules, smaller classes without major budget in-
creases, and classroom activities that focus on individualized learning
and changes in teaching methods

Joe Carroll, alto almost six years of ncgotiating with his faculty,
community. ai ' school board, has launched a pilot program hascd on
the Ricas in this publication It V, 111 be worth watching A group of
schools is now experimenting with led Swer's thinkingmd though
important differences exist between Carroll and SIZer'S conceptions,
they largely enrich each odic'

As Joe Carroll and his colleagues set sail on a new course, this
essay. V, hich rethinks the assuturtions of the oical high school with
lear logic and a sound sense of reality, can become a useful chillenge

to any school w-cshing to start its own voyage of discovery for a
better future

Harold Howe II
Serum Lecturer

Harvard Graduate School o/ Ed:vow,'
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Preface

The Co/win/ow Mari did nut spring full blown from an excess of zeal
evoked by the recent interest III restructuring Rather, it evolved ON er
the last three decades, a time of ine reasing recognition that something
was seriously wrong with our high schools Perhaps a brief recount-
ing of that intellectuai and achnunstranse rock sse\ procide a nica-
,ure of catharsis for those a ho share this concern

The process has be..n neither logical nor orderh, it has been a frus-
trating evolutionary e\perience It began in the late 195Ik and earls
1960s with three events publication of ima.s.!e, ofthe /with' A Nett'
Appioath to the ,1/4;coik!,ily School, better know n as the Trump Plan
(1 Lloyd Trump 1959), \\inch challenged the use of staff and tune in
our high schools and made me question the status quo and how we
deplored staff and students lot instruction, icading the studies of the
high school bs j ('onant (1959, 1961), president emeritus of
Harvard Universits, wind- rased concerns about the abdits of high
schools to ser,e our national needs, ind ins becoming Assistant
Superintendent for Recarch, Budget, and Iegislation of the I) .tri( t
of Columbia Public Schools, which put Ille in direct cont ict with a
panorama of urban school problems and in a position to analyze
them

M\ lob was concerned primarily .\\ith getting the school budget
and legislation through the I )istru is congressional committees In
1965, the District It last authorized to reccisc impact aid under
Public Lass 874, ss how purpose is to pros ide financial relief to school
districts that cducatc the children of parents cnipkked b the federal
government 'Fins approval meant that for the first time the local

10
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school board had several million dollars to spend v idiom congres-
sional approval What to do with these funds% There were mans
options

Among the curiosities in the I) C Public Schools was a regulation
that required an elementary student to move on to jtuor high school
at age 13 7, regardless of academic attainment It was suggested that
we use some of our new funds for a summer school program to help
these "13.7 students" meet the academic rigors of Junior high school
A six-week summer pre vam was organized Students attended
school fei at,,r,eit four I. in the morning to study math and read-
ing Cass size was about 20, significantly lower than normal

With evaluation as one of in responsibilities, I planned a careful
pre- and post-testing of these students The results were astounding
The ayssragc student progressed two to three grade levels Teacher
and supervisor reports were very positive Discussing these results
raised some obvious questions Why couleln't this Improvement have
happened in the regular school }ear? Whit was happening in the
summer that didn't happen during the' rest of the vear Was it the
smallei cl-ss size Was it a better selection of teachers Was it that
these students felt that someone cared about their learning% Did they
perhaps learn more in their regular classes than they had demonstrated%

Unfortunately, our follow-up studies showed that most of these
students regressed during the next school year The only results we
were :ire of were that the least - likely -to -learn students could learn
more in less tine, in the summer class, and that the), did not pert-0r i

well in the regular program These es cuts raised nagging questions
for me about NA, hcther schools are ort.-,anized effectively and w hether
fewer subjects taught in longer classes over a shorter I eriod you ,d be
more effective than the traditional school schedule and year 1 he,;
reminded me that what is important nn education is not how we teach
but how students learn--for absohitely nothing has happened in edu-
cation until it happens io a student

Iii 1969, I left the I i C Public Schools to become SUperintendcnt of
the Los Alamo,, New Mes:co, Public Schools Los Alamos recd ived
special funding from the Atomic Energy Commission under a c.m-
tract that required that the schools he good enough to help the I os
Alamos National Laboraton, obtain and retain the quality of sta f ii
needed Good change-of-pace, non remedial summer programs would
help achieve tit ,t object :ve, I though: So we began offering a v mety,
of regular academic courses for credit in the summer school The
results showed that students could learn chemistry, math, Engh ,h, or
history III classes offered four hours a day, five days a week, fits si\
weeks as well as they learned the same material in 180, 50-nunt te

1
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class periods That was a lot less nine in elaI.S Moreover, es aluations
showed that both students and teachers liked their summer programs
and that discipline was not a problem I began to wonder if this more
compact structure would be better for the regular school ear I be-
gan calling it "macroscheduling

But I moved again I became superintendent of the Palm Beach
County Public Schools in Florida, md I had to set macroscheduling
aside temporarily The Palm Beach County Public Schools were in
the second year of court-ordered integration I was the first appointed
superintendentthe result of the election of a reform-minded school
board and passage of a referendum to change from an elective to an
appointed superintendency With more than 70,000 students and an
integration plan to implement, macroscheduling did not get much of
my time

But we dealt with other issues that affected high schools and that
later contributed to The Copernican Plan We delved deeply into
questions of mastery We established honors acadcinic and honors
vocational diplomas We also initiated Florida's first minimum coin-
petenc) testing program and made it a requirement for high school
graduation We evaluated rigorously and got impressive results Hon-
ors programs and m IMMUM competency requirements gave students
clear objectives They seemed to provide motivation and concentrate
attention

Then in 1978, I becaii,o superinten cut of the Masconomet Re-
gional School District in northeastern Massachusetts At that tune the
Masco:ionic'. district served about 2,100 students in a junior and a
senior high school It is an enjoyable school district in which I had
time to think and to plan When I arrived, Massachusetts had
nation's only fiscally all t0I101I1OUS schools by law, that is, whatever
budget the school committee approved had to raised from local
property tales But III 1980, passage of a tax limitation InaSlare called
Proposition 2 1/2 changed all th it The impact of Prop(;:otion 2 1/2
\s as compounded by rapidly declining enrollments in Ma,conomet,
an everience shared by most of this nation's secondary schools

We lost about one-sixth of our teachers and most of our staff mor-
ale We faced tough questioin, More teachers or lower salaries' Better
paid teachers or smaller class sizes' Fewer cu,todians, more teachers,
and dirtier corridors' FCV, Cr administrators or a inure efh tire, caring
adman, lation' Eliminate low-enrollment, single-section courses, or
increase class sizes m multisection courses" 1 he stress wti were feeling
at the local level NA, as riding a national tide of criticism of sc hook in
general and high s pools nn particular Rut necessity is the mother of
invention

[ti
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In the summer of 19K I began set-loud\ to consider the structure
of the high school as it reined to maeroscheduling, to mastery learn-.
mg, and to diplomas and what they signify It came down to two
fundamental gm. sous To what purpose do we educate' How do
students learn' The result of my pondering was The Copermtan Plan,
which attempts to address both of these questions TI name was the
last ad 'mon to the plan Ns the following text c \plains, it seemed
conceptuall} descriptive of what I was attempting to do

In October 1983, I presented 1,,c Copetnttan Plan, be then 7(I-

page concept paper, to the Masconomet School Committee and nn'
entire staff. Then began a slow process of meeting with departments
and parents to discuss the concepts of the plan All %vein well until a
teacher told me that he liked much of what he read, but that of this
plan dr netted the jobs of 20 percent of his e AL:agues, he would
have to oppose it As the text explains, the plan calls for each tea ne
to teach six classes a year rather than five, thus reducing class size by
20 percent 1...cit simple arith,ctic showed that if class sizes wen kept
as they were, the district ct Ad also cut 20 percent of staff--and
the Masconomet staff ;lad been (acing reduenons even vcar With
tight budge's and uncertain funding. ti school it mnittee was m no
position to ,marantec Jobs The teachers nsOt lan011 Cattle Out
strongly agapr.,t the Copernlean colic des cumttc,,,ire unsound.
and unthinkable

How, Yr_ r, see eral teat hers evre (pied% Int:rested It seemed possi-
He to think about a pilot program, but these were ehttie, It toncept,.

, pilot Communat reaction w as both fat orab' and unfat viable
Cheri' was solid support from most of the st' of committee that
these con( epts should be studied, that the objettiecs were right, and
that the Copernican Plan ai 2eareu to be one w n to reach them And

received Important encouragement from profession,' colleagues, in-
cluding Ted '")izer, whi was about to publi'di Hoare', Cominiarn,c,
Roland Barth of the Harvard Principals' Center, md former U
Cmninissumer Lduetion, Harold ( 1 )0c) Howe,k 1 lecturer at the
Har.'ard Graduate 1/4,chool of 1.dcitation 1)estribing the six ears be-
'w ten 1983 and 1989 would require an the, book liut sulfite it to
sn, that a Copermian pilot rgan m Masconomet High 1/4((.1rooi in

Sept:mber 1989
Ii there Is a Message in fins scot', it is one of patience, persistence,

planning, anti politic, I hat cultural fortress, the Amernan high
school, %yid not hang(' or (rumble beton: lofty concepts or harsh
rlactorn We must marshal all of out professional research Ind sup-
port the edut dons sk illi,.g to try pron,,r,g, new structure's and
methods 1.)ignitit ant c hang,: V, ill require political restructuring be
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cause public education is a political process And wc mast be pre-
pared to measure progress in years

I hope you not only find this plan interesting but that you use it to
strengthen your high school If this plan helps in an\ ' 'y I'll have
been amply rewarded

M C



Introduction

Virtually every high school in this nation can decrease its average
class size by 20 percent, increase its ecurse offerings or number of
sections by 20 percent, reduce the total number of students with
whom a teacher works each day by 60 to 80 percent, provide students
with regularly scheduled seminars dealing with complex issues, estab-
lish a flexible, productive instructional environment that allows effec-
tive mastery learning as well as other practices recommended by
research, get students to master 25 to 31) percent more information in
addition to what they learn in the seminars, and do all of within
approximately present levels of funding 1-low2 By redeploying staff
and students so that high school teachers can concentrate on teaching
students rather than on covering classes It will not he simply , but it
is possible The ansvk e'r hes in The Copernkan Plan But first let's
explain that title

Nicolaus Copernicus' inaior contribution to 16th century astron-
omy was his explanation of the movements of the planets In one
sense, his contribution 's a not original research Planetary move-
ments had been studied and measured by many otners, but their find-
ings presented an erratic pattern that defied logical explanation The
Copernican contribution was one of perspective If one assumed the
sun, rather than the earth, to be the center of the universe, planetary
movements could he explained rationally That simple change became
a revolutionary idea Indeed, the use of the term revolution to mean
!,0C131 upheaval dates from publication of his book, The Rely/id:on of
the Heavenly Orbs (Bronowski 1973, 197)

Copernicus' theory encountered great resistance All could sec that

sa
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the sun rose in the cast, set in the west, and thus moed around the
earth. More important, that the earth was the centc r of the universe
and that God intended man to dominate the earth hid become an
article of faith. Copernicus' simple change in perpect,ve was there-
fore considered both incorrect and dangerous This Copernican Plan
also tries to pro' ide an operational perspeaive concerning what is
known about better instruction In the process, it challenge, some
articles of educational faith and frees the American high school from
the intellectual bonds of its century-old structure

The plan proposes major restructuring of v.rtually all the basic sys-
tems within a high school, but the Copernican change is the change
in schedule Instead of students changing locations, subjects, and ac-
tivities seven to nine tunes each day, they concentrate on one or two
subjects at a time, each taught in an extended "macroclass This
change allows high school teachers to concentrate on ndividual stu-
dent learningthe key to better instruction and improved student
performance

Integral to the Copernican schedule is a seminar program in which
students grapple with the complex issues of today's world Other fea-

ires include a mastery le irning system tied to a credit system that
substitutes for grades, differentiated diplomasi conduct and reliable
performance graduation requirement, and the "dejuvemhzation- of
the high school

This treatise is at once broad and philosophical and highly struc-
tured and detailed It has a v orld view of the pu-pose and role of
education, but it never forgets the view from the classroom In addi-
tion to a full explan mon (11 the Copernican the following chap-
ters discuss the problems that the Man addres,e, provide a brief
history of the history and c% olution of the American high school,
explain wily and how the Plan works, and otter suggestions for nu-
plementation 'several chirts and tables provide detail that will assist
anyone %vv,hiiq; to implement the Copernican Plan

*i6



The American High School

The mid-1980s found most of this country's high schools facing de-
clining enrollments and sharply limited financial resources. They also
shared the problem of responding to the severe criticisms of our na-
tion', ,econdary schools found in several national reports, including
the National Commission on Excellent,. in Education's A Nation at
Risk (1983) Tht Copernican Plan proposes a way to radically restruc-
ture the American high school so that it can address these issues. but
before presenting the details of the plan, it is important to state the
basic problems

Criticisms from Educational Consumers and Colleagues
Between the idea and the reality,
Between the motion and the Act,
Falb the Shadow

T S. Eliot, Ehe Hollow Men"

A shadow has fallen between the idea and the reality of this nation's
schools, gathering gradually but persistently until now it threatens the
effectiveness of the institution on which almost 90 percent ofour
young people depend for preparation to become productive citizens
Over the last three decades. criticism of our high schools has
mounted steadily Perhaps this criticism first crystallized in the studies
of American high schools conducted by Harvard University President
Emeritus, James B Conant (1959) Conant may be best remembered

17
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ft his controversial statement that we were storing up "social dyna-
'' in our nation's urban high schools (Conant 1961), a prediction

that proved to be painfully accurate in the 1960s and is still true
today.

But there was concern for all high schools Criticism grew during
the 1960s and 1970s and crested in 1983 with A Nation At Risk. The
essence of this report is contained in these few sentences:

Our Nation is at risk. Our once unchallenged preeminence
in commerce, industry, science, and technological innova-
tion is being overtaken by competitors throughout the
world. This report is concerned with only one of the many
causes and dimensions of the problem, but it is the one that
undergirds American prosperity, security, and civility. . . .

[T]he educational foundations of our society are presently
being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens
our very future as a Nation and a people. . . . If an un-
f-iendly foreign power had attempted to impose on Amer-
ica the mediocre educational performance that exists today,
we might well have viewed is as an act of war. . . . The
time is long past when America's destiny was assured sim-
ply by an abundance of natural resources and inexhaustible
human enthusiasm. . . . Knowledge, learning, information,
and skilled intelligence are the new raw materials of inter-
national commerce. . . . Our concern, however, goes well
beyond matters such as industry and commerce. It also in-
cludes the intellectual, moral, and spiritual strengths of our
people which knit together the very fabric of our society.
[I]ndividuals . . . in our society who do not possess the
levels of skill, literacy, and training essential to this new era
will be effectively disfranchised. . . (pp. 5-7)

Never in my memory have public school sy, tcms been so severely
criticized. It is significant that the Commission was authorized to ad-
dress all levels of education, but the report concentrates or, secondary
education.

Although many educators embraced the report's harsh criticism,
the initial reacticla among most ranged from rejection to resistance.
But then carne a flood of other reports and studies, which, with vary-
ing emphasis, confirmed the judgment of the National Commission
that our schools, and particularly our high schools, have problems
and that the problems are serious and of national proportions. There
is now a consensus of concern.

The reports can be divided, roughly, into two groups. The first

18
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generally represents the views of "consumers" of public secondary
education. They include reports such as A Nation At Risk, High
Schools and the Changing Workplace (Panel on Secondary School Educa-
tion for Ow Changing Workplace 1984), and Action JO Excellence
(Task Force on Education for Economic Growth 1983). Together the
panels that prepared these consumer reports represent many distin-
guished leaders from our corporate world, the scientific and univer-
sity communities, and our political leadership. The competence and
achievements of these leaders command respect. Then- identification
of the problems of public schools is validated through their combined
experience with high school graduates. They are in a position to ex-
perience the problems they describe and to assess the Impact of Inade-
quate schooling on their respective organizations, on society in
general, and on our national life.

The second group comprises distinguished educational leaders and
researchers. Among these reports are Theodore Sizer's Horace's Com-
promise (1984), John Goodlad's A Place Called School (1984), and Er-
nest Boyer's High Schooi (1983). Professionals such as Sizer, Goodlad,
and Boyer also command respect. The consumers are better at identi-
fying problems than solutions, but the educators are better at evaluat-
ing the present quality of programs against the quality that can and
should be offered.

The litany of these reports, whether by consumer or educator, is at
once immensely complimentary and devastatingly critical. They rec-
ognize how essential our high schools are to the character and compe-
tence of our citizenry, to the quality of our work force, and thus to
our future. However, they also forcefully state that high schools are
noc performing satisfactorily, indeed they are failing us aid must be
greatly improved. And they refer not only to poor high schools. All
high schools must assess their effectiveness, including our good
schools. For this is not a demand to return to some mythical basics,
to be as good as some think w, once were. The reports of these
leading citizens and educators ask our high schools to meet a higher
standard necessary for national survival in a hostile and competitive
world The question is not how good have our high schools been,
but how good can they be? Indeed, the key question is whether they
can be good enough.

Declining Enrollments and Limited Funds
At the same time that consumers and colleagueF were examining our
high schools and reporting their failings, the high school population
was declining and "tax" was becoming the political equivalent of a

:I 9
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four-letter word. From southern oil fields to the industrial inidwest,
from California's Proposition 13 to Massachusetts' Proposition 2 1/2,
many people were voting with their pocketbooks. Declining enroll-
ments, coupled with an aging population, eroded the political base in
support of public education and made increased funding to improve
the quality of education even harder to justify.

In schools, the most obvious and painful impact of declining en-
rollments and financial problems is reduction of the teaching staff,
which damages teacher morale and presents difficult administrative
and leg problems. But those twin problems create another less ob-
vious ye. more basic educational problem: Smaller enrollments make
it more difficult to offer a wide range of subjects or different levels of
the same subject.

In general, small high schools are less efficient than large ones. For
example, in a four-year high school of 1,200 students, a course se-
lected by only 5 percent of any one class enrolls 15 students (5 per-
cent of 300). If the class declines to 200 students, the same course
would have to be offered for only 10 students. Since teachers typi-
cally teach five courses a day, the same amount of teacher time and
cost is required for the 10 students as was required for the 15. Thus,
single-section courses of low enrollment become expensive and diffi-
cult to justify and are often dropped. Students whose educations are
most affected by the loss of these small classes are the least able and
the most able studentsthose enrolled in the less demanding or re-
medial sections and those in the honors and advanced placement
Courses.

Ore method of maintaining both the breadth and depth of the pro-
gram is to allow the class size of multisection courses, usually the
required basic subjects, to increase so as to maintain the average class
size while continuing to offer the smaller, single-section courses, for
example, a course enrolling 10 students is offset by one or more en-
rolling 25 to 30 students. The only other solution is to increase per
pupil cost in order to retain the smaller classes and still maintain rea-
sonable class sizes for required courses. But this alternative usually
requires substantially more money, and significant additional funding
is seldom available

A Public Dilemma
Today's high schools, then, are confronted with what appears to be
an insoluble dilemma. According to the reports, present pi ograms are
not satisfactory and the public is placing unprecedented demands on
educators to change our high schools. At the same time they demand
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that a larger percentage of our citizens complete high school than ever
before. Indeed, a dropout rate of zero percent seems to be the new
goal.

They're also demanding that high schools graduate young people
with a significantly better education, both in breadth and depth, than
was achieved by any previous generation of Americans. This im-
proved performance must be accomplished in a climate that reflects a
decline of confidence in the high school as an effective institution.
This lack of confidence is expressed not just by criticism but by the
continuing demand for vouchers and parental choice. Moreover, the
political climate is basically hostile to increased taxes, though polls
now indicate support for increasing taxes for public education) For
support to materialize, taxpayers, whether or not they are parents of
public school children, will not only have to understand the need for
support but will also have to be convinced that public high schools
can improve their performances. They won't send good money after
bad

The only way to significantly improve instruction with approxi-
mately the same resources is to become much more efficient. A plan
that proposes not only increased efficiency but also increased effective-
ness should have considerable appeal, but It will require major change.
Assuming significant efficiencies are possible, can our current schools
make the change, or will a new type of institution have to be devel-
oped? Perhaps it would be useful to review the American high
school's record for change

Basic Structure
The American high school is an enduring institution. For three-quar-
ters of a century, a period characterized by immense social, political,
economic, and technological change, the high school has not changed
its basic form of organization. Wher'ler observed in 1920 or 1980,
whether in an inner city school in Boston or a small country high
school in the West, a common pattern characterizes our high sihools

The school day is usually divided into seven periods, plus a home-
room and lunch period. Classes average approximately 45 minutes,
whether the subject is English literature or auto mechanics. The
school has a principal and is organized into departments based on
academic disciplines. Credit revolves around the Carnegie unit, a 70-
year -old system that equates learning with time in class Lecture,
questions and answers, and homework dominate instruction

The curriculum is designed to "cover" a subject and to make sure
the information is presented to students. The responsibility of stu-
dents is to glean as much information as possible from what is pre-
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sented. Those who glean effectively receive As, and those who are
less efficient receive lower grades However, all get the same number
of credits, except for those who fail, generally defined as mastering
less than 60 percent of the course objectives

Most students enroll in six subjects each day. In addition, there are
activities that make school more palatable to students who are bored
by their classes. (A reasonable level of boredom appears acceptable
under the not-so-golden rule of "do unto others as they did unto
me.") These activities usually center on athletics. At the end of four
years, students are supposed to graduate, an event best described as
an educational bar mitzvah, a rite of passage between childhood and
adulthood.

A rite of passage is tradition, and tradition is self-justifying. Lack
of logic notwithstanding, the American high school experience is this
nation's most commonly shared experience. It has a subliminally rec-
ognized role of trying to pull together this enormously diverse tribe
of Americans. High school graduation is a sacrament of our democ-
racy, it is "an outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual
grace." In recent years, the element of grace is less evident. Rigid
adherence to a familiar structure is the major contributor to this loss
of grace. ,

Present Plan of Organization
Changes shown experimentally to be superior to traditional methods
of teaching are almost never implemented in high schools because
improvements in teaching center on the teacher adapting instruction
to individual student differences. These more individualized ap-
proaches must be superimposed on an existing high school structure
that is totally organized around the teaching of full classes, of large
groups. This large-group orientation effectively defeats efforts to
individualize.

Consider instruction from the viewpoint of the high school teacher
and student. High school teachers typically teach five classes a day.
each enrolling about 25 students, or about 125 students daily. Usually
they teach several subjects, sometimes in more than one discipline
The operational priority is to be prepared to teach those classes every
day, and to teach means to cover the curriculum. Dealing with so
many students and classes, teachers find that they must teach to the
intellectual middle of the class. They try to help the students having
the most difficulty and to encourage the best students, but individual
contact even with these two groups is limitedand contact with the
large middle group is sparse indeed. Ted Sizer's (1984) description of
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thP frustration.; of a typical high school teacher, whom he called Hor-
ace Smith, is unfortunately accurate. Horace certainly is alive, but not
well, in most classrooms today. This traditional high school instruc-
tional environment is the controlling operational reality that in the
past has impeded, defied, and survived legislative fiat, school board
policy, and administrative efforts to cause the fundamental changes
needed for imprwied results.

Research shows that students learn more efficiently if instruction is
highly individualized and material is presented at the frontier of each
student's level of understanding (American Educational Research As-
sociation 1982; Durden 1987). If students are more successful, success
provides incentive, and incentive starts a success spiral that pays in-
structional dividends and improves attitudes and discipline as well.

Teachers usually want to individualize University courses and in-
service programs tell them it's essential, and elementary teachers have
made much progress in this area. But the high school teacher, faced
with an overwhelming student load packaged in a procrustean sched-
ule, finds it great in theory but impractical in the real world of high
schools There's a 'disaster gap" between the university and the high
school classroom, between research and practice, between the idea
and the reality.

No significant improvement will occur until high school teachers
arc provided classroom conditions that foster individualized instruc-
tion. High school educators know this. That is why they constantly
call for smaller classes, despite class size research that shows that a
smaller audience won't improve the lecture. "[Waller classes pro-
duce conditions necessary, though not sufficient, for successful teaching
and learning" (Bennett 1987, 1). Teachers' requests to have more abil-
ity groups are also an attempt to make high school teaching more
manageable Both approaches can be accommodated in the traditional
high school, but neither approach changes the requirement of prepar-
ing for and teaching five classes and more than 100 students a day.

There have been other attempts to solve the problems created by
the high school schedule During the 1950s an,' 1960s, a number of
school systems expernnentLd with modular sc .eduling. The basic
concept is that on any selected day, certain classes meet for longer
periods, and the schedule of other classes is adjusted to accommodate
this change. For example, period IV might be extended from 45 to 60
minutes, or perhaps 90 minutes (a double period). However, length-
ening one period also requires that other periods be shortened, assum-
ing the total hours per day remain constant. This approach has not
worked well enough to L generally accepted, and its major impact
has been at the junior high and middle school levels. Often, it would
require several additional staff and a computer to keep track of the
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schedule. The computer could adjust, but students and teachers, who
were faced with several variables, had difficulty in making this kind
of day-to-day adaptation. Still, the attempt was recognition by the
profession of the rigidity and illogic of the present system.

Another approach, often referred to as individually prescribed in-
struction, breaks subjects it :o a sequence of objectives. Each student
learns a unit at a time, progressing at his or her own rate from lesson
to lesson. The teacher is the facilitator and checks each student's
progress. Although I found no information on the current use of this
type of instruction in high schools, it appears to have been tried in a
few schools in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Why has individually prescribed instruction since been abandoned
These systems were an attempt to mass produce B.F. Skinner's pro-
grammed, highly individualized instructional research (American
Educational Research Association 1982) and to impose it on the tradi-
tional high school schedule. The students were supposed to be self-
paced learners, and teachers were to guide them through the lessons.
But in most cases, teachers continued to teach five classes and more
than 100 students. Sometimes an aide was provided or teachers taught
only four classes, but the results were essentially the same. Such at-
tempts resulted in a record-keeping jurs: s too many frustrated and
unassisted students, and eventually many burned-out parents, stu-
dents, and teachers. Although this effort recognized the need to
individualize instruction and the research on how to do it, these pro-
grams also fell victim to the schedule, inmersonality, and rigidity of
the traditional high school.

Both of these "solutions" failed to first address the factor that is
critical to instruction: the instructional environment for students and
teachers Failed attempts to provide better instruction discourage stu-
dents, parents, and educators and also discourage attempts to try
other alternatives Yet there are other alternatives The Copernican
Plan is one; 't ed Sizer's Coalition of Essential Schools is developing
sonic interesting alternatives, including a major conceptual change in
organizing curricula, and sonic states are offenng incentives to en-
courage schools to find totally new ways, including new structures,
to reform their schools

However, if any public school system is to meet the demands for
improvement called for in the studies and reports cited earlier, it must
consider solutions that target and improve the instructional environ-
ment. To get public acceptance, solutions must be consistent with our
history and character. Efficiency and concern for the individual are
part of our culture. To get efficiency and individualization will re-
quire major change. When trying to improve, keep this thought in
mind: Though it is possible to changt without improving, it is im-
possible to improve without charging.
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The Copernican Plan

As discussed in Chapter 1, the present organization of high schools is
tied firmly to tradition. The Copernican Plan proposes to reorganize
high schools from the viewpoint of effective student learningmore
specifically, to use wF research and the experience of nontraditional
schools teach us about lore effective and efficient instruction. This
Chapter outlines the major features and advantages of the Copernican
Plan: macroscheduling, improved knowledge retention, individualized
instruction, interest/issues seminars, requirements for attendance and
reasonable conduct, five diplomas, evaluation and credits based on a
mastery learning system, mastering muie material, individual learning
plans, protecting teacher time and workload, making small schools
more effective and efficient, and dejuvenilizing thc high school cli-
mate. Though none of the concepts and proposals discussed here is
new to education, the proposal to organize a school so that many of
them can b implemented together may be

Macroscheduling
Copernicus offered a new perspective with which to explain already
known facts The Copernican Plan is predicated on the assumption
that if the sch:dule for students and teachers is completely reoriented
to provide conditions that will accommodate better instructional prac-
tice, many practices identified with more effective instruction can be
implemented. Prt:ently, the typical student enrolls in six classes that
meet for approximady 50 minutes each day over a 180-day school
year. The Copernican Mob p' ores that each student enroll in only
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one, four-hour class each dAy for a period of 30 days. Each student
enrolls in six of these classes each year, which fulfills the required 180
school days. As an alternative, students could enroll in two, two-
hour classes at a time for a trimester of 60 days. A school could
scl.edule both six-week and trimester courses simultaneously, and
there can be flexibility in the length of these macroclasses

Figure 1 shows two possible Copernican schedules. Schedule A
shows the plan for six 30-day courses per year; Schedule B, for six
macroclasses in three trimesters. As Figure 1 reveals, the Copernican
Plan's increased efficiency frees up a block of time that allows the
Copernican high school to offer seminars that integrate knowledge
across traditional disciplines. The rationale and content of these inter -
LSL / ;ssues seminars is described below, as are other new features of
the Copernican high schoola longer, less frenetic lunch period and
a preparation-help-study (PHS) period to close each day.

The proposed schedules shzsuld not require a longer day or year,
and teacher time requirements should not extt:ed those in a typical
school day or year. Negotiated teacher contracts vary . usiderably,
and in 30111C cases negotiations may be required to accommodate the
Copernican schedule However, a basic assumption of the Copernican
Plan is to work within the provisions typically negotiated in teacher
contracts.

The fundamental ouestion is whether or not students can actually
learn as much, or indeed more, in this form of school organization
than under the present plan. An understandable response is that stu-
dents cannot survive a two-hour lecture, much less a four-hour one.
And that reaction is a major part of the story. Overuse of the lecture,
a large-group instructional method, is a major problem of high
school instruction. The Copernican Plan establishes conditions that
foster using a variety of more personalized and effective instructional
approaches and stressea the importance of providing adequate support
for staff to develop these approaches.

As discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, several independent
schools use macroscheduling with very satisfactory results (Powell
1976). In addition, High School in the Community, an alternative
public school in New Haven, Connecticut, is primarily scheduled in
classes of approximately three hours per day, five days per week, for
eight weeks. The school has been operating under this schedule for 19
years and send. more than 80 percent of its students on to college.

Nonremediai summer programs employ macroscheduling, too, and
typically require students to attend classes for two to four hours a day
over six weeks. Summer program experience indicates that students
can complete work equivalent to that of a regular high school course,
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with a savings in time of 25 to 30 percent.' This experience includes
nonremedial, regular high school courses in all major disciplines taken
for credit by high school students v% :h normal ranges of ability.

For about 15 years, Johns Hopkins University has been studying
the education of gifted students, with particular attention to their
learning rates. Typically, junior high school students participating in
the Hopkins program complete advanced high school courses in three
weeks, spending 75 hours, about half the time allocated to these
classes at a typical high school. The courses taught in this schedule
include mathematics, science, foreign languages, and humanities
(Durden 1987). See Chapter 3 for more information about the Johns
Hopkins Program and Higii School in the Community.

Vocational schools also have successfully used macroscheduling for
shop work and related instruction.

The U.S. military, which usually deals with high school E,raduates
having normal ranges of abilities, has had impressive results with
programmed instruction in macroscheduled formats. Programmed
instruction focuses on a limited amount of material at one time,
requires a measurable response, provides immediate feedback, and
permits students to respond at their own pace. Results show that test
scores of 90 percent or above, a performance level indicating mastery,
could be obtained by students in 24 to 50 percent less time than under
conventional instruction. This research was based on 150 pro-
grammed courses involving hundreds of students (American Educa-
tional Research Association 1969).

Some special needs students who have particular difficulty in func-
tioning effectively within the commonly structured secondary school
are placed in self-contained, alternative instructional programs Mai. in-
dude macroclasses. This may be done when high schools are unable
to provide the individual attention that meets their needs in any other
way. Often, the students have average or above a erage acadcn' po-
tential but have emotion A or perceptual problems. Experience shows
that these students learn more effectively when their teachers can
provide individualized Attntion in a highly structored environment.

In sum, macroschedules have worked well for private school stu-
dents; gifted students; vocational students; recent high school gradu-
ates in military educational programs; college bound, inner-city
minority students; high school students who attend academic summer
programs; and special needs students. If all these types of students can
learn effectively in a niacroscheduled class, there is reason to believe
that macroscheduling can be effective for every secondary school stu-
de.,t. An important fact, found consistently in the evaluations of these
programs, is that students actually learn more efficiently without
being burned out

2-8
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What about the time-on-task research, you might ask. Doesn't It
contradict the evidence above? Doesn't more time allocated to a sub-
ject guarantee more learning? Probably, if time is used efficiently.
However, a review of the research on time-on-task consistently
shows tremendous waste in the use of school time. Experts suggest
that 40 percent of high school time is not available for Instruction,
and much of this loss is a product of the schedule (Rosmiller 1985).
On one level, the simple reduction in the number of passings from
classroom to classroom proposed by the Copernican Plan should re-
duce the amount of time now lost to the schedule. But since the time
considered on task is now fragmented in a classroom environment
that Impairs effective instruction (Goodlad 1984), the Copernican
Plan's greater contribution is that it establishes conditions under
which students can engage in learn.ng activities with less disruption.

Improved Knowledge Retention
But will students in a Copernican schedule retain what they learn?
Powell's research (1976) found that the "forgetting curve" is sharpest
immediately after a course ends and then levels off. Thus a student
probably forgets as much over the summer as in the longer breaks of
a macroscheduled program. Research on retention indicates that the
quality of learning is important to retention. Material learned by rote
is not so easily retained as material learned in more meaningful ways.
The Copernican schedule allows teachers to develop the kind of im-
mediate reinforcement and teaching strategies that will move whit is
learned into long-term memory. The concentration of attention and
more immediate feedback provide powerful reinforcement, according
to Robert Calfee (1981, 2W: "The more often we encounter a particu-
lar kind of experience, the richer Its representation in memory, the
more closely two experiences occur in time and spare, the greater the
likelihood that the arousal of one idea will invoke the other." (A fuller
discussion of memory and retention can be found in Chapter 3.)

Perhaps most Important, students remember best what they really
understand and can apply; memorized abstraction is not remembered
much be,ond the next test (Powell 1976) Quality of instructional
time is the critical factor Let's next consider how the Copernican
Plan can facilitate quality instruction.

Individualizing Instruction
The current orientation and organization of secondary education is to
teach classes of students rather than individuals. Teachers concentrate
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on planning for five classes of apnroximately 25 students, meeting
with a3 many as 125 students earn day. What individualization can
occur is usually reserved for those who have fallen behind, and this
tends to slow the progress of the class as a group. The major means
for individualization is to group students within classes by ability.
Teachers are concerned about the ranges of abilities within each class
because they want to keep instruction geared to the level of each stu-
dent's understanding, but they end up teaching to the middle of the
class. In whole-group instruction, it is more difficult to teach a class
with a broad range of abilities because a greater proportion of stu-
dents ale either lost or bored.

Under the Copernican Plan, a teacher p-epares for and teaches
either one four-hour class or two two-hour classes. Further, the aver-
age class size is reduced by about 20 percent. The reduction in class
size is accomplished as follows: Teachers usually teach five classes for
the full school year. Under the Copernican Plan, each teacher teaches
six classes in a year, increasing the number of classes offered by 20
percent. This results in a 20 percent reduction in class size, assuming
the number of classes selected by students remains constant. Also,
with 20 percent more sections per year, a school has far more flexibil-
ity in grouping students. If classes presently range from 10 to 25 stu-
dents and average 20, under the Copernican Plan they will range
from 8 to 20 and average 16 students.

However, the key advantage, whether the Mass size is 8 or 20, is
that that is the tots: number of students with whom the teacher deals
at any one time, and that is the only class for whicli the teacher pre-
pares. Even with two two-hour classes filr a trimester, a teacher's
daily student load dr'ps more than 60 percent The time the class-
room teacher now spends on preparing for five classes can be spent
on planning for small groups or even for individual students within a
single class, the heart and soul of the more individualized instruction
that research and experience indicate is more effective. Teachers teach
students rather than cover classes.

There are othk.r advantages. Prssently, teachers are not in control of
the instructional environment. For example, in assigning homework
every teacher must be aware that other teachers are also assigning
homework. Homework isn't individualized. High school field trips
are disruptive because they take students out of other classes, which
creates problems for other teachers. ScEeduling outside lectures or
combining classes with other teachers for joint presentations seldom
occurs because of scheduling problem Even taking advantage of
those "teachable moments" often loses out to the bell schedule. It is
not possible to evaluate each student's progress daily; rapid feedback
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seldom occurs. Peer teaching is difficult to manage, and teachers
don't trust what they can't monitor.

Under either the two- or the four-hour schedule of the Copernican
Plan, one or two teachers at a time control each student's instruc-
tional environment. Special scheduling is simplified. Virtually all the
practices associated wit) -lore effective schooling can be carried out
more effectively under ,....s type of scheduling. Chapter 3 provides
more detail.

Dealing with Complex Issues: Interest/Issues Seminars
A major criticism of American public schools, and in particular high
schools, is that students are not given oppoi tunnies to deal with com-
plex issues. As a result, there is a serious loss of quality in the in-
struction provided. This criticism surfaces clearly in most of the
national education reports and particularly in those of the National
Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress (1985), and the American Association
for the Advancement of Science (1989). Any proposal to improve
schools must address this problem.

Educators generally agree with this criticism and want to provide
opportunities for students to deal in depth with relevant, more com-
plex problems and issues. The problem is finding the time in a busy
school day in which curriculum is organized by academic disciplines.
However, the nature of complex issues is essentially interdisciplinary.
For example, the question of environmental pollution or nuclear con-
trol involves an understanding of science, mathematics, history, civ-
ics, government and law, and ethics. Consideration of these issues
requires an ability to read, to write, to understand the media, and to
speak effectively as either a leader or a parucipant. A critical limita-
tion i., that the time used to consider such issues can result in a

teacher not covering the course material. Hence, the consideration of
major, complex issues is incidental, tends to be shallow and unbal-
anced toward a single discipline, and is left largely to chance.

The Copernican Plan proposes to incorporate interest and issues
seminars as part of the regular academic program. Under the Plan,
the regular academic disciplines and program are accommodated in
the morning macroclass(es). On most afternoons, students participate
in an interesti,,sues seminar of approximately 70 minutes and earn I-
credits for their participation. The "I" stands for integration, as well
as foi interest or issues, since the purpose of these seminars is to
integrate knowledge and understanding. 1-credits are required for
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graduation and are awarded on the basis of successful participation
rather than on mastery or examinations. Students must be present
and participate. For seminars, students are not grouped by ability but
by interest. Students can earn more credits by leading a seminar and
can receive fewer credits or no credits if their performance is mar-
ginal, if they fail to attend, or if they are disruptive.

There should be both interest and issues seminars. However, it is
recommended that approximately two-thirds be issues seminars.
These seminars can provide a fine opportunity to involve the com-
munity directly with students, which would add considerably to the
maturity of the school experience as well as foster closer school-com-
munity relations and incrise the community's knowledge, under-
standing, and support of its schools.

Seminars should be defined flexibly. The objective is to excite stu-
dents by offering a variety of topics and ways to become involved.
Topics should include political, environmental, social, health, reli-
gious, and economic questions of local, state, regional, national, and
international dimensions. Participating on a team that is preparing
materials for future seminars could be a seminar assignment for teach-
ers and students. Reporting on a foreign exchange experience could
be a topic. "Student industries" could be organized as part of the
seminarsfor example, work-study and volunteer programs, voca-
tional projects like housebuilding, operating an in-school branch
bank, or special fund raising activities. An investment club or clubs,
with volunteer advisors, could help students learn about our eco-
nomic system. It might be possible to establish student investment
teams to compete within the school and even with those from other
schools. Art appreciation and music appreciation could be interest
seminars.

The word unique can seldom be used because there is little that is
new. However, It may be appropriate to use unique in describing this
seminar program. It will require a major curriculum ,levelopment
program to plan and prepare a bank of seminars. It wil also require a
permanent student-parent-staff planning group to identify current
issues and develop plans for appropriate seminars.

Requiremen'; for Attendance and Reasonable Conduct
A major complaint about public schools, and particularly secondary
schools, is their lack of discipline. Discipline has been listed as one of
the most important problems facing schools since the Gallup Poll on
Education began in 1969. Poor conduct and incivility are common
complaints of educators and are significant concerns presented by
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many of the national reports. And study after study has shown that
the major reasons for the dismissal of employees are related not to an
inability to do their jobs, but an unwillingness to report reliably or to
conduct themselves properly. Apparently "will do" is as important as
IQ.

In response to those criticisms, educators often complain that they
should not have to carry the greater responsibility for the behavior of
students; this is the responsibility of their parents. They are right.
However. it is clear that most Americans as well as most educators
agree that schools must support and demand reasonable conduct.
Thus every student should demonstrate good conduct and civility be-
fore being graduated from high school. Certainly, for students' future
success these qualities are as basic as the ability to read and calculate.

It has been a long-standing practice for schools to evaluate conduct
and effort. Some districts deny credit if a student has more than a
specified number of unapproved absences from a class. But the prob-
lem in withholding credit for unexcused absences is that, in ,ffect, the
school tells students that they failed a course because they weren't
there enough of the time. Another student who passes may have been
ill or on a foreign exchange program and missed more days. Some-
times a student with too many unexcused absences may be able to
demonstrate greater competence in the subject than others who re-
ceive passing grades. This practice raises legal and logical questions.

One problem with using conduct and attendance to Auence aca-
demic grades is that the practice is not based on cleaily articulated
state and local policies and standards. Rather than corrupting an aca-
demic grade that should be based strictly on mastery, let's separate
conduct and attendance requirements from academic grades. To do
so, the local board should write a policy stating that all students must
demonstrate an ability to conduct themselves courteously and be reli-
able in their attendance. Further, the district will not graduate or oth-
erwise recommend a student who has not demonstrated courtesy and
reliability as a student.

The administration should establish a system to evaluate conduct
and attendance with a minimum level required fom graduation. If all
teachers as well as guidance and administrative personnel arc in-
volved, students and parents will know the conduct rating reflects the
opinion of many people. The last year's evaluation probably should
be weighted so that improvement in later years can compensate for a
poor year, and conversely, initiation of serious problems could signif-
icantly affect the student's record and chance for graduation. There
should also be ways for students to make up for prior poor conduct
to reinstate themselvesperhaps through volunteer work in the
school or community.
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Will ethnic and racial minorities be adversely affected by a conduct
requirement for graduation? I think not. Whatever stereotyping and
discrimination currently exist in schools (and I believe most schools
have some) are already reflected in classrooms, in the guidance de-
partment, and in the disciplinary system. It is a serious problem that
schools should make every effort to address. With training, staff can
recognize the subtle nature but devastating effect of cultural or gender
bias and take corrective action (Sadker, Sadker and Steindam 1986).
By establishing a conduct requirment we will move closer to stan-
dards that will be applied to all students, thereby helping to eliminate
discrimination in schools. Further, a diploma that became generally
accepted as evidence of its holder's reliability could be a powerful
weapon in reducing the prejudice faced by many members of minor-
ity groups after they leave high school.

As for the dropout rate, I am confident that an instructional pro-
gram that offers students more individual attention and engaging
learning activities will make school a more attractive place in which
to remain until graduation. It also might prove to be effective reality
therapy Most students, even those who are often in disciplinary trou-
ble, want their high school diploma. If graduation is clearly depen-
dent on conduct, many students are likely to improve their conduct
and act more reliably.

Reducing the dropout rate is a means to an end, not an end in
itself. It assumes that students who graduate from high school will be
better citizens and more reliable employees than they would be if
they dropped out of school. Reducing dropout rates by lowering
standards will not solve the problems identified in the national re-
ports. If the high school diploma is to be something other than a
"ticket to nowhere," students must understand that developing these
qualities is important.

Five Diplomas
Offering the same diploma to all students is the predominant practice
of American high schools, each of which establishes a minimum
number of course credits for graduation that applies to all students.
The Copernican Plan proposes five diplomas: Academic Honors Di-
p ama, Academic Diploma, Occupational Honors Diploma, Standard
Diploma, and Completion Diploma. Each student's transcript identi-
fies the diploma received as well as the diplomas available. The offi-
cial record therefore accurately reflects the accomplishments of each
student. Students who wish the more prestigious and demanding di-
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ploma must earn more credits, both in terms of mastery credits and
I-credits. Graduation requirements and an analysis of the mastery
credit system are described in the following sections

Evaluation Based on Mastery Credits
Americans believe in getting what you earn. Appropriately, schools
should develop reward systems based on the premise that you get
what you learn. The Copernican Plan proposes to substitute credits
that reflect mastery of course objectives for the traditional A through
F grading system. This change is a major break with strongly held
tradition, and undoubtedly some punster will comment on the "de-
grading" of American education. But let's examine that tradition
from the perspective of how it affects students.

The present educational system is geared to teachers covering a cer-
tain amount of material over a certain time Students must absorb as
much information as they can, and teachers must rely on tests and
impersonalized systems to assess what students have learned A stu-
dent who absorbs information quickly and can demorstrate that on
tests, papers, and other qcco--;:ient m:_asulLs an A and r.2,,,
actually master most of the material presented. Students who receive
Bs, Cs, or Ds do not master all the material; however, receive
the same course credits for graduation as those who receive As And
with grade weighting, students who complete advanced courses a
year or two earlier than expected receive extra credit points for early
maturation rather than greater mastery

In general, we assume that passing a course means a student has
mastered more than half the material, which is usually referred to as
60 percent. What 60 percent represents in art versus what it represents
in history is largely up to the teacher. The student who masters 61
percent now gets a D and credit, the student who learns 59 percent
gets an F and is required to take tiu colirse oven or enroll in another.
The assumption that the student who failed learned uethAng is proba-
bly not -valid

There is a tremendous negative impact on students when they fail
As L ,cussed in more detail in Chapter 3, more effective schools em-
ploy systems of positive accountability, acceptance of responsibility
for learning outcomes, and strategies to avoid nonpromotion of stu-
dents (MacKenzie 1983). The present grading system simply does not
support positive ac, antabtlity; it is a major contributor to nonpro-
motion. It also assumes that only A students are excellent, whereas a
mastery system supports excellence for allwhatever a student learns
is completely and competently learned.
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Two problems with the current grading system are the grading
curve and cheating. The present organization of secondary schools
provides for large-group instruction but insists on individual account-
ability. Teachers often discourage students from working together.
The test is supposed to be a test of each student's performance and is
the primary basis for grading. If a student helps too many other stu-
dents, he or she may "ruin the curve"; a very high performance by
one or two students may cause the same result. Thus, in many ways,
both direct and indirect, there is pressure for good students not to
share and for poor students to cheat to get better grades and meet the
competition. Moreover, dealing with large classes and large numbers
of students makes it difficult for teachers to work directly and indi-
vidually with students, so they must rely on less direct evidence of
performance. Cheating is often difficult to detect.

The Copernican Plan, with its proposed mastery system and substi-
tution of credits earned for grades, provides many instructional ad-
vantages. Among the characteristics of more effective schooling are
cooperative active 1 and group interaction in the classroom, deem-
phasis on strict ability grouping, and interaction with more accom-
plished peers (MacKenzie 1983). Under the Copernicza Plan, students
need not fear the curve. If every student can master every objective,
all can get full credit The need for cheating is also lessened, since
students receive all the credits they earn. Further, there is less oppor-
tunity to cheat because the teacher, on a one-to-one basis, can assess
the Lluahty of performance of each student. Teachers will undoubt-
edly continue to use t"sts and quizzes, but they will not depend so
much on these instruments sini, they can work with and observe
student, du ectly. And, as discussed in the following two sections,
students should master about 25 percent more information under a
mastery system

Credits Based on Mastery of Course Objectives
Because the maeroschedules provided by the Copernican Plan aglow
teachers to concentrate their planning on much smaller numbers of
students, it is possible for them to assess accurately the progress each
student makes in achieving course oh -ctives. Under the proposed
mastery system, teachers must be assured that a student has mastered
certain course objectives before awarding a credit More able students
may earn more credits in a course than the less able, but what each
student learns is learned well The teacher certifies mastery.

This inastery system in no way changes the basic objectives of any
course now being taught. Algebra I and U.S. History will continue
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to be Algebra I and U.S. History in terms of the information and
concepts learned. However, the course objectives for each course
must be clearly identified and divided into ten approximately equal
parts, ten credits. In effect, one-tenth of a full-year course equals one
credit.

The basis for awarding credits under the Copernican Plan is as
follows:

Each student enrolls in six macroclasses per year, for a total of
24 in four years. Ten mastery credits equal the credit awarded for
successful completion of a full-year, 180-day course under the
present system. A student who masters less than 100% of the
work receives a proportionate number of credits, e.g., five for
mastery of 50% of the course objectives or zero if none of the
objectives are mastered

Students receive separate I-credits for the interest/issue seminars.
These credits are awarded for presence, participation, and attitude
rather than mastery and examination. Students receive two cred-
its for successful participation. A teacher may assign an additional
credit for leadership or subtract one for marginal performance.
Excessive absence or disruptive behavior can result in complete
loss of credit. Assuming a seminar meets every other day for six
weeks, or 15 days, a total of 48 seminars can be attended in four
years

Physical education, health education, band, and chorus are sched-
uled to alternate with either the seminar or the preparation-help-
study (PHS) period. However, some music classes, such as com-
position, can be a macrocla s. Credit for physical education and
music is also based on mastery of objectives

Half-credit coursesphysical education, music, and others that
currently meet for a single semester or every other day for a full
yearcan be scheduled several ways and earn 5 credits each. For
example, under Schedule A of Figure 1, a macroclass can meet
for 15 consecutive days or can alternate with another half-credit
course for 30 days. A half-credit course scheduled during either
of the 70-minute periods would need to meet 45 times during the
year, perhaps on alternate days for half the year. There is consid-
erable flexibility in a macroscheduled school year.

Although credit systems vary from state to state and school to
school, the following comparisons between the Copernican Plan and
a traditional high school are representative:
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The typical, traditional high school plan provides five credits for
a full-year course meeting 46 minutes per day for 180 days. This
equals 8,280 minutes per year, or 1,656 minutes per credit (8,280
÷ 5). Students usually take 5-6 courses per year plus physical
education and earn about 110 credits during a four-year high
school career

The Copernican Plan provides one credit for mastery of each 10
percent of the material now covered in a five-credit, full-year,
traditional high school course. In terms of time, this equals 660
minutes per credit (220 minutes per day for 30 days equals 6,600
minutes per each 10 credits if we use Schedule B of Figure 1).

Two credits under the Copernican Plan equal one credit under
the traditional plan, assuming 100 percent mastery of material in
both plans. Thus, a student should master whatever is learned in
a traditional course in about 20 percent ICSF time (2 x 660 minutes
per 1 credit equals 1,320 minutes, which equals 80 percent of
1,656 minutes).

No component of the current high school compares with the 1-
credits of the Copernican Plan; I-credits are cmied over and above
those earned in the traditional disciplinary courses

Table 1 presents an estimate of the number of credits students
probably would earn in four years under the Copernican Plan and
converts them into equivalent traditional credits Estimates arc based
on students' postsecondary objectives. It is assumed that the more
able students will seek the more demanding diploma ind, though the
courses may also be more demanding, will master a higher propor-
tion of the material.

Mastering More Material
A Nation At Risk (National Commmion on I 'Hence in Echication
1983) recommended increasing the Jd1001 yeas to 200 days alit' the
school day to seven hours, approximately a 20 percent increase in
time. The reason for these recommendations is that students must
compete better with students from other industrialized countries,
who already attend school 200 or more days a year and have a longer
school day This recommendation .Stirlics continuation of the present
level of instructional efficiency Based on experience -with programmed
instruction and intensive learning s( edules (discussed above and in
Chapter 3), it appears possible to increase the actual mastery of course
material within the present hours and days if teachers h?ve an oppor-
tunity to use more effective teaching strategies.
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TABLE 1

Estimated Credits Ear.--ed by Students under the Copernican Plan
by Type of Diploma and a Comparison of Copernican Credits with
the Present Credit System

Nu nber of Credits Earned 1 Total Credits Earned

Interest/IssuesType
of Macrocourse PE/Music* Seminars* Coper-

mean
Equiv to
Trad

Diploma No Cred. Total No Cred Total No Cred Total Plan ( .redit

Academic
Honors

24 9 8 235 6 4 9 29 30 2 3 69 264
plus

132
plus

Diploma 69 1-cr 69 1-cr
Academic
Diploma

24 9 0 216 6 4 5 27 3)) 2 0 60 243
plus

122
plus

6)) 1-cr (1) I -cr

Occ
Honors

24 8 0 192 6 4 0 24 30 2 0 60 216
plus

108
plus

Diploma 60 1 -cr 60 1-cr
Standard
Diploma

24 7 5 18)) 6 3 8 23 3)) 1 8 54 203
plus

11)2

plus
54 1-cr 54 I -cr

Com-
plenon

24 6 0 144 6 3 0 18 30 1 5 45 162
plus

81

plus
Diploma 45 I-cr 45 1-cr

(fails to
meet nun
comp)

(fails to
meet nun
comp)

*Assumes tha stuth.nt,. ssi I take i halt- credit «mr.s, ea -h requiring 4 70-mmute periods,
sonic of %%tt} v.0' st.Induled luring the seminar lerio,, as \sell as ?A, 15-daN, seminars

Comparing the quantity of instructional material mastered in the
Copernican and the traditional high school is difficult. First, the pres-
ent high school is neither geared to mastery nor evaluated in these
terms Certainly, it is reasonable to assume that an A, 13, C, or I)
represents some difference in levels of mastery, but many questions
are unanswered: Is one teacher's A equal to another's? What informa-
tion should be mastered? Is every instructional objective ofequal im-
portance? What are the most important ones? Does an A student
master all the objectives? Does an F student learn nothing?

Under a mastery learning system, credit is not given until the spec-
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ified objectives have actually been mastered. Table 1 presents the
measurement plan and the credit systems under the proposed Coper-
nican Plan and converts the.P credits into their traditional equivalents.

This comparison suggests .t every credit earned under the tradi-
tional system represents 100 percent mastery of all course objectives;
as stated previously, this is not the case. Though an A may represent
almost full mastery, lower grades do not. Generally, a D represents
mastery of more than half the course objectives, which is popularly
conceived to equal and may well approximate about 60 percent of the

course.
An analysis of grades at a typical, traditional high school is infor-

mative. About 20 percent of the grades arc As, and 33 percent arc Bs.
However, 82 percent of the fine arts grades and 68 percent of the
physical education grades are As and Bs. Honors courses have higher
average grades than lower level courses. Grading in the subjects of
those departments that would be assigned to macroclasses in the
Copernican Plan ranges from 42 to 55 percent As and Bs, and 16 to
28 percent Ds and Fs. Assuming that A = 95 percent, B = 85 per-
cent, C = 75 percent, D = 65 percent, and F = 55 percent mastery of

TABLE 2

A Comparison of Copernican Credit with the Present Credit System
in Terms of Mastery

The Copernican
Plan

.4 Typual
Tradmonal Plan

Est Increase in
Mastery under

Estimated Total Copernican Plan

Typt. Equw Credits Est Total Est Actual as a Perccatage

of (from last column Credits Mastery Credit of the Present

Diploma of Table 1) Earned Credit % Equ Plan

Academic 132 Plus 115 98% 111 17% plus

I lonors 6') I-cr 69 I -cr

Ai adeimi i 22 plus
60 1 -cr

108 9ii`1,, 97 26"/a plus
60 I-cr

Occ. 108 plus 104 SO% 83 30% plus

Honors 6111-cr 6(1 I -cr

Standard 102 plus 95 75% 71 44% plus

54 I-cr 54 1-cr

Corm- 81 plus 85 60% 51 59% plus

plenon 45 I -cr 45 i-cr
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raduation Requirements

Credit
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Ma4ery Credit Integration

Academic Honors Diploma

Academic Diploma

Occdpational Honors Diploma

Standard Diploma

Completion Diploma

150

/30

205

190

Satisfactory attendance and eftort
in 24 macrocourses plus PE and
health Reliable attendance and
laention at all senuna-s is neces-
sary to earn I-credits

64

54

54

48

40

course materials. " Tr.-ge mastery at this tradmot-1 high school r
abonc 80 pace] 2 is Lo direct research basis for the above per-
centages, and I L in research comparing grading with mastery,
but experience and practice suggest that these are reasonable esti-
mates. Table 2 estimates the degree of mastery that may be achieved
under the Copernican Pan with an estimate of .Mastery earned urdt'r
the present plan

Based on this analysis, it appears reasonable to expect approxi-
ma. 25 percent more mastery of material under the Copernican
Plan than under the present plan My analysis of full-year courses per
student in the typical high school consistently ind'cates an average
student completes about 5.5 courses per year, PM_ physical education
Under a C.Ternican schedule, all students would cc mplete six
courses before lunch and could complete physical e-ucation, music,
and, perhaps, other appropriate electives m the afternoon In add non,
all the understandings and values g red from the seminars are be-
yond ,.hat is available under the present program If so-cessfully
implemented, the Copernican Plan will meet ,he objectives of signifi-
cantly greater mastery of subject matter and awareness of complex
Issues demanded by the various reports

Table 3 suggests credit requirements for raduanon under the
Copernican Plan. Each is established t slightly below the probable
number of credits earned as shown m Table 1 and is higher than the
90 credits now required for all students in the traditional high sciwoi
used for this comparison
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This Plan does not address the composition of credits, but they
should differ for each diploma level and should reflect major objec-
tives (science/math/technology, busluess, or liberal arts) at each level.
The Occupational Honors Diploma should also reflect vocational
preference All requirements should 'c expressed in levels of mastery
by discipline.

The Completion Diploma is for any student who does not meet
the 190 minimum credit requirements for the Standard Diploma but
who completes 24 macrocourses and earns 40 I-credits. The Cc .ilple-
tion Diploma certifies that the student's attendance and effort were
satisfactory and reliable.

Failure ,.o attend, continual disciplinary problems, or evidence of
persistent unreliability will prevent a student from receiving any di-
ploma. The Individual Educational Plans of students under Public
Law 94-142 should include I-credits, reliable attendance, and rc..son-
able conduct as minimum requirements for graduation. Students who
ca' .tot meet these requirements must still have an educational pro-
gram and continue to work toward improving their performance.

Individualizing Learning Plans
During the past two decades, the educational estahlishment has be-
come acquainted with the Individual Educational Plan (IEP) as it is
used in connection with tFe implementation of Public Law 94-142.
These plans deal with the provision of t 'ncational opportunities to
students with special needs, as defined under PL 94-142. Although
these programs have created some controversy, the best eviuence in-
dicates that students with lEi2s prosper, primarily because the stu-
dents, their parents, and their school know what they are trying to
achieve and have some basis for measuring progress The highly indi-
vidualized characteristic of these plans has made them an important
feature in helping these students In one sense, this is conceptually
sirmia. to management by objectives. The objectives are spelled out
as precisely as possible, and progress toward achieving these objec-
dves is reviewed and evaluated periodically These objectives give di-
rection to the efforts of both students and staff.

The Copermcan Plan is based on providing highly individualized
instru on. It appears appropriate to adapt the IEP as a way of en-
couraging management by objectives by individual students Profes-
sionally, the high school should try to treat students as clients rather
than wards, as individuals with specific interests and objectives that
the school should help them achieve. Developing an Individual Learn-
ing Plan (ILP) waild require greater participation of parents and place
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more responsibility on students in developing goals The primary re-
sponsibility for organizing this effort will fall on the guidance depart-
ment, but in reality, the entire staff will have to assist.

The ILP offers a real opportunity to individualize the diploma. For
example, going to college is a general objective. Perhaps a student has
an interest in science or mathematics, business or economics, social
sciences or the liberal arts, or some combination of these Students
planning to complete their schooling with high school graduation
may want to concentrate in a technical or vocational area, human
services, or secretarial or office work. The student's educational plan
should indicate her or his current target and the appropriate subjects
and levels of mastery recommended to achieve that objective.

Students should change their objectives whenever this is desirable.
The school must recognize that students are young men and women
who are maturing, and their interests and perceptions of their oppor-
tunities and abilities are expected to change The macroschedule, cou-
pled with the reduction or elimination of tracking, should encourage
students to adjust their targets and achievement levelseven if in
only one or two subject areasbecause they will no longer suffer the
disruption of having to change tracks and all their other classes. And
each student has the opportunity to earn the full 10 credits in every
course.

it is also clear that a student who has been seeking a standard di-
ploma may have difficulty in deciding to seek an honors diploma in
the middle of his or her senior year A decision to change an objec-
tive in no way removes the student's responsibility to master the
necessary course work. However, a review and reassessment of capa-
bilities and objectives should be part of the client experience of each
high school student. The high school's basic objective should be to
help each student set high, reasonable goals, to understand what will
be expected to achieve these goals; and to have a system fo- reassess-
ing goals against his or her achievements and interests The Coperni-
can high school establishes much greater opportunity for students to

i:ss their plans and questions with teachers than is possible in the
traditr.r11 high school

The ILI' is discussed in more detail in Char.._:- 4

Protecting Teacher Time and Workload
The Copernican Plan is designed to establish conditions under which
teachers can teach most effectively. A major q..iestion is whether the
Coperman schedule adds to a teachers' workday or workload. The
Appendix presents a detailed comparison of both student and teacher
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time allocations under a traditional and a Copernican schedule. Al-
though the traditional schedule appears typical, each high school
considering this type of restructuring will have to make its own
comparisons. According to the comparison in the Appendix, teacher-
student contact time is slightly higher under the Copernican Plan.
There is less study hall time, but more extra help time. There is
neither corridor duty nor study hall assignments under the Coper-
nican Plan. !n sum, the total teacher workday will be approximately
40 minutes less than under the traditional schedule used in this
comparison

A comparison of the typical and the Copernican schedule also
shows that several objectives often sought by teachers arc attainable
under the Copernican Plan. For example, high school teachers arc
concerned about the number of different preparations their class as-
signments require, and they often wish to avoid preparations in more
than one discipi_ne. Class size is also a concern. Under the Coperni-
can Plan, preparations are reduced to one or two classes at a time.
Class sizes should approximate 16 students. Equally important, the
total number of students taught each day is vastly reduced.

Prepration time, study bdls, and extra help are totally different
under the Copernican Plan. The Copernican schedule provides for a
PHS period of 70 minutes at the end of each day. Since instruction
concentrates on students rather than on classes, the process of helping
a student is integral to the teacher's planning process. Since students
are concentratilig on one or two classes at a time, extra help and a
study period can be merged.

The Copernican Plan places much greater control of the total in-
structional process with the classroom teacher, an objective that
teachers have consistently sought. Homework assignments may be
tailored to individual students since only one or two teachers are
making homework assignments for each student. And coordinating
homework is much more easily done if there are only one or two
classes. Attendance and much of the "adiminstrivia" that plague
teachers can be greatly reduced because teachers keep attendance for
only one or two classes and one seminar each day. Teachers can con-
centrate virtually all of their time on teaching strategies for one sub-
ject and on getting to know and understand individual students, how
each learns best and is motivated

Teachers often fret over the increasingly impersonal nature of their
job and the frantic climate of the typical school day The instructional
climate should be much more mature, personal, and professional un-
der the Copernican Plan. It appears impossible to truly individualize
instruction without personalizing the student-teacher relationship, and
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success in imparting knowledge to students is an imrortant factor in
teachers' job satisfaction (Schug 1983). Closer working relationships
with students should improve teachers' satisfaction, improve teacher
motivation, and reduce teacher burnout. And the same should be true
for students. In sum, the success of the Copernican Plan depends on
developing a far more personal, professional, manageable, and pro-
ductive instructional enviroamcnt for teachers.

Making Smaller Schools More Efficient and Effective
A major concern of school districts and of the school community is
the problem of retaining present programs when enrollments decline.
Further, smaller high schools have difficulty offering a full range of
courses, for example, foi ign languages and advanced placement
courses. As discussed in Chapter 1, when enrollments decline and the
number of teachers is reduced, it is particularly difficult to maintain
the low-enrollment, single-section courses that arc so important to
both the less able and the most able students. The Copernican Plan
makes it possible to offer 20 percent more sections and thus retain
many of these courses, which will let lower-enrollment high schools
offer a better program, economically

Dejuvenilizing the High School
American folklore describes teenagers as hyperactive, frenetic individ-
uals who are difficult to understand. The American high school deals
with this hyperactivity by placing the students in a condition of per-
petual motion and interrupted attention Presently, typical high school
students are in seven classes, a homeroom, and a cafeteria--or nine
different locations in a six-and-a-half hour day In addition, if they
have physical education, they pay have had to change clothes twice
and shower once

Students are encouraged to participate in various activities and
sports, which for many occupy an additional two hours during the
day; then they are expected to complete their homework, which is
supposed to require an additional two to three hours Well -round .d
Ugh school students may be expected to work 12-hour days. Since it
is impossible for teachers to coordinate homework assignments, home-
work can range from very little to an immense amount of work on
any particula- night. At no other time, either before or after high
school, whether at school or at work, is a stud( nt placed in such an
impersonalized, unproductive, frenetic environment The question
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can be asked if the school is responding to the alleged innate, hyper-
active characteristics of teenagers or creating and complicating these
chiracteristics.

If the high school is viewed in historical perspective, the fundamen-
tal problem becomes much clearer. Until 1930, most Americans com-
pleted their educations at the eighth grade and then went to work.
These young people were expected to conduct themselves as young
men and women. A saying from our colonial days, "sweet sixteen
and never been kissed," comes from a period in our history when
most young people had accepted full adult responsibilities by the age
of 16. The Jewish Bar Mitzvah, the Christian Confirmation, and var-
ious tribal rites that award adult status occur around the age of 12 or
13. During the Great Depression, the Anierican tribe pressured young
people to keep off the job market by continuing in school and, in
doing so, extended childhood by about four years, seriously weaken-
ing our young people's feeling of responsibility for adult performance.
As society has become more technological and the nation superindus-
trialized, the need for more education certainly has been justified.
However, it is extremely important that young men and women be
placed in a more adult, mature environment and be expected to act
accordingly. One of the major objectives of the Copernican Plan is to
"dejuvenilize" the high school.

The word evironmew refers to the totality of an experience phys-
ical, organizational psychological. Virtually every aspect of the
Copernican Plan relates to this objective. The organization of the
schedule to allow for concentration and more mature and in-depth
study of an academic discipline, the mastery system, the development
of individual learning plans and the setting of goals and objectives,
the ease of scheduling field trips or bringing community resources to
the r'assroom, the recognition that good conduct is basic and neces-
sai y for graduation, expanded opportunities for students to work
more closely with teachers almost as if they were coaches, and the
opportunity to follow interests and to confront issues provided by a
regular program of seminars are all intended to provide a significantly
more adult, mature, productive, personalized, rdev7nt, and interest-
ing high school experience for each student
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Why the
Copernican Plan Works

Chapter 2 described in some detail a radically different plan for orga-
nizing a high school. Reference was made ro many research findings.
However, because the success of the Copernican Plan is predicated on
establishing a substantially superior and more efficient instructional
environment for teachers and their students, it is important to review
in more depth a sample of the research that supports this plan. But
first, let's oricfly consider the status and usefulness of
research.

Research provides no formula that guarantees a particular le icl of
instructional success to all students, any more than medical research
guarantees successful treatment of a particular category of patients
Researchers, quite properl i view their results narrowly and are reluc-
tant to project their usefulness beyond the experimental parameters of
the research. But the teacher or adrinnistiltor, also quite properly,
must make decisions based on the weight of evidence Weight of evi-
dence does not require a specific level of statistical significance; it does
require judgment about the meaning of research and the needs of the
school to improve.

Education is a practicing, practical, primarily socialized profession.
Nearly alt students are required by law to be in our classrooms, we
had better be ready with a program. If that program is generally ac-
cepted by the community and parallels what is done in most neigh-
boring communities, there is scant incentive to change. Thus, the
American high school has changed little during the past century But
there is pressure on the high school today. We must decide to stay
with the present structure or be guided by research and nontraditional
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experience to try to restructure. There is always a risk that change
will not result in improvement; there is virtually no risk that adhering
to the traditional high school structure will fail to provide the needed
improvements, and little risk of a less satisfactory result.

A substantial body of research on teaching and instructional pro-
cesses has been produced, much of it dur:ng the past twenty years.
Let's review some of the research to which I have turned in develop-
ing the Copernican Plan.

Nontraditional Educational Programs
Several independent high schools have been using macroscheduling
for many years. At least one alternative public high school that I am
aware of has had many years of experience with this type of schedul-
ing. And there is significant experience with nonremedial summer
programs that support macroscheduling as proposed by The Coperni-
can Plan.

In 1976, the Education Development Center, Inc. (EDC) of New-
ton, Massachusetts, completed a study of what it called intensive edu-
cation programs that had been used by a number of independent
schools for many years with very satisfactory results (Powell). EDC's
use of the term intensive education is essentially equivalent to the term
macroschedule used in The Copernican Plan

The 29 programs reviewed by EDC varied greatly according to the
orientation and objectives of the schools, but three of them, in partic-
ular, operate programs that have scheduling characteristics similar to
those of the Copernican Plan.

Fork Union Military Academy in Fork Union, Virginia, has had
an intensive program since 1950. Students take a single subject
for the equivalent of five i-ieriods a day. Each subject is taught for
eight weeks. Ninety percent of students go on to college. The
curriculum is limited and traditional. There is a short review pe-
riod at the end of the year for students to concentrate on their
weakest su'olect.

Gill/St. Bernard's School in Bernardsville, New Jersey, has had
an intensive education program since 1971 The classes meet
4 1/2 hours a day for 33 days A major objective of the school in
adopting intensive scheduling was to facilitate use of off-campus
resources.

The Cambridge School in Weston, Massachusetts instituted an
intensive program in 1973. The academic year is divided into
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seven modules of 24 days each. Classes can meet 4 1/2 hours, 3
hours, or 1 1/2 hours a day, and some can run for two modules.
Freedom to move classes to off- campus learning opportunities,
tailoring the curriculum to each student, and offering a broader
curriculum are major advantages. "The program is not merely a
rearrangement of the calendar or a device to permit doing some
things not done before It is a whole new philosophy, embodying
whole new ways of learning" (Powell 1976, 32).

In her study, Powell identifies three critical issues: studert learning,
teacher role, and human relationships.

Student learning. None of the schools studied adopted intensive
learning to increase student achievement However, many administra-
tors reported that the intensive format "increases student achievement
and motivation" and "increases testable knowledge, especially notice-
able in languages, math, writing, and reading" (p.12).

Teacher role. Intensive scheduling changes the teacher role from the
current "lecture, run discussions, present material all day long"
(p.17). According to teachers interviewed, the major differences are
diversity in presentation and planning and requiring a more active
role of students in learning. They also assess students' progress more
deeply and frankly, and the classroom atmosphere is less pressured,
with students noting "an understanding between teacher and student.
You don't have to constantly be on guard . . to get a good grade"
(p 17). But students and teachers both mentioned the need to be pre-
pared with a variety of Jctivities. Teachers reported an increased
awareness of the need to match instructional strategies with individual
learning styles. Because they had only one subject to prepare each
night, they could concentrate mu -A more of their intellectual energy
on individual learning. It is critical that all teachers be prepared to
tmflement this type of program.

Human relationships. The study found that the personal relation-
ships between teachers and students were much closer under intensive
education "Studei is begin to help each other informally in and out
of class. They talk more about what they are studying and see learn-
ing more as a collaborative process" (p 19) Problems occur when the
"chemistry" of a student and teacher dashes And there is a risk of an
"island mentality" since students and teachers are in contact with only
one group and get out of touch with others

EDC's findings are supported by the experience of other nontradi-
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tional programs, primarily summer programs, and in one case, a
public alternative high school.

Johns Hopkins University has conducted many years of distin-
guished research on the education of gifted students. This re-
search has involved thousands of students in a well-controlled
and evaluated summer school program using carefully planned
inse-uction. Typically, gifted junior high students In..ve completed
high school courses in mathematics, all the sciences, foreign lan-
guages, composition, and the humanities in 75 classroom hours,
five hours a day, five days a week, for three weeks, or about 54
percent of the time that would be required of students in a typical
high school course. These able junior high students commonly
perform in the upper quartile of regular high school students tak-
ing these courses under traditional programs. This work is begin-
ning to include some less gifted students and obtaining similar
results, recognizing the students' usual achievement and academic
potential (burden 1987).

Two 1970 studies found increased achievement for high school
students in intensive language courses (Powell 1976) An example
of intensive language courses at the secondary level are foreign
language immersion programs. Students who have studied their
regular academic subject in a foreign language have outperformed
monolingual children on many tests (American Educational Re-
search Association 1982).

Many urban school systems have used remedial summer pro-
grams in which intensive programs, usually six weeks in length,
concentrate on math and reading I participated in the administra-
tion of one such program in Washington D.C. in tix 1960s On
the average, students it.iproved about two grade levels based on
pre- and post-tests Many of these students regressed when they
returned to regular school programs

From 1970 to 1972, the Los Alamos, New Mexico, school sys-
tem offered regular classes for credit during the summer. Classes
were scheduled four hours a day. five days a week, for six weeks.
Instructors used the same curriculum and final examinations that
they used for regular year courses. English, math, biology, chem-
istry, and industrial arts were offered. After the first summer, an
evaluation that compared achievement of the summer school stu-
dents with that of students of comparable ability who had taken
the same courses the previous academic year showed comparable
performances. Yet classes that met during the academic year had
25 percent more time than the summer program. Reports on atti-
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tude and interpersonal relations were very positive for all but one
of the summer classes. This class was repeated with more careful
planning year later with satisfactory results.

High School in the Community, an alternative high school for
the New Haven, Connecticut, Public Schools uses an intensive
format during the regular academic year. Most of the curriculum
is macroscheduled: three hours a day, five days a week, for eight
weeks, or a total of 120 hours per course. The program's approx-
imately 200 students are all volunteers; they are about 90 percent
minority students, and about 90 percent of them go on to col-
lege, including some of the most competitive colleges. Its experi-
ence and results parallel those of the independent schools cited
above, but with a very different student population

Learning and Retention
Two major questions about macroscheduling deal with learning and
retention. Regarding learning, the question is whether students learn
as much in less time in a macroscheduled school as they do in a
traditionally scheduled course The experience of nontraditional
schools, presented above, helps us answer this question favorably al-
though it doesn't explain why.

The retention question is more difficult. Will students remember
what they have learned in a macroscheduled instructional program as
well as they will in a traditionally scheduled high school? More specif-
ically, &f students take a course at the beginning ofone school ytar
and do not begin the next course in that discipline until the end of the
next school year, will they have forgotten significantly more than
they would have over the traditional June to September summer va-
cation? This is a particularly important question for teachers of highly
sequential subjects like mathematics. And it is a difficult question to
answer since there is little research on learning retention under pres-
ent programs, much less under a Copernican-like program.

Research indicates that most of what students do not retain is for-
gotten in the first days and weeks following completion of a course;
thus, most of what they are going to forget they lose during a typical
summer vacation The "forgetting curve" levels out over the longer
period, for example, the period between macroscheduled classes
(Powell 1976)

According to Powell, nontraditional programs have found no prob-
lem with retention. She states, "Although students and teachers be-
lieve that retention of material improves with concentrated studies,
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r o one has ever done a serious comparative study of re, Jon under
intensive and concurrent schedules" (p. 14). However, she cites one
study in which two groups of geometry students, one taught in tradi-
tional plans, the other in intensive pl;,ns, were compared after a six-
month interval. The study found that the mean of the intensive group
dropped much more than that of the traditional group. Yet, because
the intensive group had a much higher mean than the traditional
group, the result was about the same.

While superintendent of the Los Alamos, New Mexico, Public
Schools, I conducted a small investigation into retention. Students
who completed chemistry in early June were matched with students
who completed the same chemistry course under the same teacher in
late July in the macroscheduled summer program described above.
All students were tested the following March, nine and seven months
later, respectively. Interestingly, both groups had forgotten a great
deal of what they had learned, which surprised and disappointed their
teacher. However, no significant difference in performance of the two
groups was found although the summer group had a slightly higher
average score Most important, til- macroscheduled studentE spent
about 20 percent less time in class--a result that supports the possi-
bility of a more efficient instructional environment. This result is by
no means conclusive. though it may be indicative

Along with several staff members and parents, I presented the
question of retention to veteran staff of New Haven's High School in
the Community. They reported no problem. Because mathematics is
probably the most highly sequential subject and the concern about
retention under macroscheduling scenes to focus on mathematics, I
pursued this question with one of that school's math teachers who
had taught many years under both traditional and macroscheduled
courses and was considered a strong teacher She stated that the time
for review required to bring a class up to speed presented no prob-
lem. In fact, she expressed surprise at the question since it had never
been a factor in her experience

None of the information on nowt aditional school programs and
learning retention presented above addresses the question of why
students should learn more or remember as well or better in a Coper-
nican high school. But there is an answer, and it hes in the research
on how people learn, particularly that of behavioral and cognitive
psychology.

Learnings from behavioral psychology. The behaviorists, Skinner and
others, have identified four basic characteristics of programmed in-
struction (American Educational Research Association 1969).
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1. Focus the student's attention on a limited amount of material at
one time

2. Require a response or answer to each segment of material.

3. Give the student immediate knowledge of results (rapid feedback)
after every response.

4. Permit each student to respond at her or his own pace, thereby
providing for a degree of individualization of instruction.

Programmed instruction's most impressive results have been
achieved under macroscheduled classes, but attempts to mass produce
this success under individually prescribed instructional programs in
traditionally organized high schools have not been successful (Amen-
can Educational Research Association 1982). The success of pro-
grammed instruction depends on individualization: Each student
learning at his or her own rate; each student moving to the next
assignment, responding, and getting rapid feedback. The Copernican
high school allows teachers to concentrate their time and resources on
60 to 80 percent fewer classes and students at any given time. Teach-
ers have a good chance of following the processes recommended
above, whereas teachers in the traditional high school have virtually
no chance. That opportunity may explain, in part, the reported suc-
cess of macroscheduled programs over traditional programs.

Learnings from cognitive psychology. The rest:arch of cognitive psy-
chology provides additional insights that may explain the reportecl
success of macroscheduled programs. Calfee (1981) recommends the
following principles to guide curriculum design

1. Any complicated structure iust be divided into a relatively small
number of chunks to be understood

2 Each chunk must possess a self-supporting internal coherence

3. The most effective progression for acquiring a new structure be-
gins with concrete examples, and after the student has become
facile at handling a topic, the fullest extent of transfer is achieved
by helping the student gain a conscious understanding of the
pnriciples.

4. Attaining expertise in any complicated domain happens over time

The human mind can absorb an immense amount of information,
but only if the information is divided into chunks. (A chunk could be
mathematics or, at a lower level, how to solve a quadratic equation.)
"There must be a scheme for reconstructing the knowledge. The
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learner must be engaged with each chunk for a reasonable amount of
time, and the learner must experience several variations of the infor-
mation" (Calfee 1981, 42).

Educators must be concerned with students' short-term memory,
long-term memory, and working memorya somewhat more recent
concept. For practical purposes, the capacity of long-term memory
appears unlimited, but it is important that students acquire informa-
tion in a well-organized way. Storing an idea for simple recognitio,
(for example, a multiple-choice test) appears to require only a few
seconds of short-term memory, but storage for production, which
requires individuals to search for ideas on their own initiative (for
example, an essay question), requires about ten times as long. ac
key lies in how information is presented. "The richness and strength
of an idea in long-term memory depend largely on two principles
frequency and contiguity. The more often we encounter a particular
kind of experience, the richer its representation in memory; the more
closely two experiences occur in time and space, the greater the likeli-
hood the arousal of one idea will evoke the other" (Calfee 1981, 20).

Most important, "a good memory is a better organized memory"
(Calfee 1981, 21). Educators speak of learning and retention as sepa-
rate phenomena, but according to cognitive psychologists that
appears not to be so. If a person is presented with well-organized
material in conditions that allow for a high level of individual atten-
tion, he or she will learn well, and what is learned well goes into
long-term memory in an organized mann( As a result, it can be
recalled more easily A Copernican teacher will be able to concentrate
on organizing material for Individuals and smaller groups of students.

Motivation. A third element in effective instruction is motivation.
Res;,nrichng to students as individuals and providing opportunities to
Acsycioi onfidence and self-esteem are critical (National Associa-
tion of Secondary School Principals 1987). Different students respond
to different types of motivation, and a child's background and socio-
economic conditions arc major determinants of his or her motivation
What motivates one student may not motivate others. the school
structure that allows teachers to work more closely and individually
with students should have more motivated students Improved moti-
vation may explain some of the success reported by the nontraditional
programs.

In sum, the Copernican Plan offers an instructional environment
that allows and encourages teachers to concentrate on indiviclu..hzing
instruction for students in one, or perhaps two, classes. Instruction
should be more efficient, without burnout to teachers or students. I
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recognize that changing the schedule does not guarantee that a teacher
.viii move away from large-group teaching technic-v.1es to individual-
ize instruction. However, coupled with appropriate inservice training,
it will make such teaching much more possible, especially if it is also
supported and encouraged by other factors associated with effective
schooling.

The Copernican ani Factors Associated with
Effective Schools
The previous sections dealt with the experience of nontraditional
schools and presented some of the research, primarily from psychol-
ogy, that seems to explain their reported success. Another major
body of educational re-,earch 1 have drawn on is the effective ,-t.)ols
research, perhaps most commonly associated with Ron Edmonds,
Wilbur Brookovcr, and others (Edmonds 1979; Brookover 1981).'

I found Donald MacKenzie's (1983) synthesis and classification of
these effective schools characteristics useful in testing the Copernican
Plan to see if it would meet criteria identified by the effective schools
research as bee-g important to effective ,chooling followmg sec-
tions suggest ays in which the Copernican Plan will positively affect
each of 27 factors c effective schooling as classified by MacKenzie,
whc grouped the factors along three dimensions leadership, efficacy,
and efficiency

Leadership Dimensions
Positive climate and overall atmosphere. Many factors that affect
school climate are not dependent on scheduling systems or the orga-
nization of curriculum (for example, reasonable rules that are reason-
ably enforced, or consistent discipline). The positive potential in the
Copernican Plan is that teachers and students work together more
closely and for longer pcnods This provides more opportunities to
discuss rules and the logic justifying them. Class sizes are substan-
tially smaller and instruction personalized, which should positively
affect the climate and atmosphere in the school If the mastery sys-
tem result, !.! more academe success and fewor failures and if the
seminars make school more interesting, the climate will imp ove
substantially

A negative influence on climate could be created tf teachers con-
tinue to concentrate 3n tear!:::,,,, techniques more appropriate to
large-group instruction in short class periods (for example, lecture-
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centered instruction, question and answer to the whole class with rel-
atively little change of pace, or Litt; or no small-group work or indi-
vidual projects).

Goal-focused activities toward clear, attainable, and relevant objec-
tives. Rather than objectives for entire classes, the Copernican Plan
requires a clear definition of scope and sequence of objectives that
each student or group of students is to master in each course. Teach-
ers concentrate on how to group, assign, and assist students in one or
two classes to learn most effectively, not on covering the -lurse ma-
terial with five different classes.

Teacher-directed classroom management and decision making. Al-
though the philosophy of the district and administration of the school
determine the teacher's role in classroo..1 management, prese.it stu-
dent loads and schedule usually do not allow teachers to make the
best instructional decisions for the class as a whole, much less for
individual students in a class. There is good reason to believe that the
traditional high school's organization seriously impairs a teacher's in-
structional options (Sizer 1984). Under the Copernican Plan, teachers
can make some decisions with less concern about their impact on
other classes. For exa 1-.1.4e, the Copernican teacher assigus virtually
all the students' hom.work, whereas presently each teacher must con-
sider that five other teachers are also assigning hoi ework Field trips
will not pull students out of other teachers' classes (or only one other
class if two macroclasses are used) Teacher independence in instruc-
tional decision making will be greatly expanded under the Copernican
Plan

Inservire staff training for effective teaching. A decision to implement
Eh, Copernican Plan will require substantial professional development
effort.

Initially, every teacher will need an opportunity to study techniques
for deploying students and organizing ins,ruction for a period of two
to four hours A major emphasis Nfill be on using the most appropri-
ate instructional techm_ines and material for different classes, groups,
and individual studentsfor example, students working together on
projects or drill, interclass and mtradass academic competitions, max-
imizing the use of media and instructional equipment; evaluating
group and individual student progress in a positive manner to create
incentives, cooperative learning; encouraging individual student proj-
ects (this should not we limited to only high performing students),
planning for cooperative to idling and presentations by teachers who
teach the same or rehted subjects; regrouping students based on
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achievement, not only within classes but between classes when appro-
priate; finding opportunities -o show practical applications of class-
room material and to have in-depth discussions of various disciplines
with teachers and other students, utilizing community resources and
field trips.

The development of interest/issues seminars requires extensive
work by teachers as well as students and member:, of the community.
Literally every teacher needs to be prepared to lead a seminar group,
and there is considerable initial expense in planning, implementation,
and evaluation.

Faculty also have to examine the current scope and sequence o,'
courses and more carefully define specific objectives for each student
to master.

Initial professional development activities should be part of a long-
te an plan for continuous professional developmentto provide train-
ing for new teachers and to allow established teachers to take advan-
tage of the substantially greater instructional options available to them
under the Copernican Plan. Building a staff development system
should help z district plan, maintain, and evaluate the continuing
professional growth of teachers (Loucks-Horsley et al. 1987).

Shared consensus :41 values and goals. The introduction of the
Copernican Plan should be accompanied by a reassessment o1' values
and goals. Indeed, this will be one of the most beneficial but difficult
even painfulparts of the process of change. Questions will be
raised. How will the seminar program affect values and goals? How
do teachers deal with controversial issues and facts in areas outside
their area of expertise when acting as seminar leaders? How will the
various publics react? If student reliability and conduct are to be re-
quirements for graduation, what constitutes evidence of reliability and
good conduct? What arc we expecting of students for each diploma?
Are we becoming elitist? What are the common expectations of stu-
dents? Can a school develop unity within diversity? Is that an objec-
tive? These arc good questions, and many more will be raised. They
will be raised because a Copernican high school is able to address
more issues, to raise more questions, and to expect more from its
students. In the beginning years, there will 1,, less consensus How-
ever, a new consensus sill come as the new structure matures

Long-range planning and coordination. Implementing the Copernican
Plan requires a sophisticated planning process that may need to break
out of the traditional one-year-at-a-time budget planning process It
also requires carefully planned program evaluation that is expressed in
, ..rms of student progress.
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Stability avd continuity of key staff Key staff should be those able to
teach most efficiently in a structure that provides a manageable,
"coachable," instructional climate Less able t( ichers "survive" in the
less personal, more routine structure of the traditional 45- to 50-min-
ute period because both students and teachers can go through the
motions for 45 minutes. But a mediocre teacher presents a larger
problem when students must be with him or her for two or fou
hours a day. These teachers need wore support, and there ma-y well
be need for the use of teams to find appropriate Istructional roles for
them. Teaming and the use of paraprofessionals combined with the
development of "lead teachers," as recommended by The (Carnegie;
Task Force on Teaching as a Profession (1986), will strengthen stabil-
ity and continuity of key staff. Teaming should allow these staff to
use a wide range of instructional approaches and all of their profes-
sional knowledge. And key staff will have different leadership roles,
which can justify the salaries necessary to recruit and retain them

District-level support for school improvement. Clearly, district-level
support must be strong and steadfast if a high school plans to imple-
ment a Copernican program. The school board and representatives of
parent groups must be part of the process from the hepimng. No
responsible school board or parent group will approve this level of
chziAge on short notice and ithnor should they be asked to do so.
Without district support for more than customary variations of the
present program, individual schools cannot be restructured. The key
to major restructuring rcss ,ith those who control policy, funding,
and personnel, today, that remains the superintendent and school
board

Efficacy Dimensions
High and positive achievement expectations with a constant press for
excellence. A number of the national reports on school reform (Suer
1984, Goodlad 1984) propose development of mastery learning The
Copernican Plan proposes a mastery system supported by Individual
Learning Plans (ILPs) for all students Many state cgislators, state
departments of education, and local school boards have already in-
creased required courses and raised standards. But it's much easier to
raise the bar than it is to get students to jump higher The Coperni-
can Plan concentrates on the teacher-student relationship and work-
loads and restructures the use of time to create a more efficient, person.
ahzed instruc tonal environment. It proposes a way to help students
jump higher, increasing their academic success while decreasing their
chance of failure and bolstering self-esteem.
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Visible rewards for academic excellence and growth. The Copernican
Plan's ILP, mastery system, and multiple diplomas (including
vocational honors diplomas) tie rewards more closely to performance
and provide more immediate recognition of growth than is possible
in a traditional high school. Eliminating A to F grading and institut-
ing the mastery credit system of rewards for achievement is . signifi-
cant step in empha:izing excellence and relating performance to
rewards. In addition, the Copernican Plan emphasizes more frequent,
even daily, assessment of progress between the teacher and the stu-
dent as objectives are mastered The actual number and level of mas-
tery is the reporting system.

Coope, l'ive activity and group interaction in the classroom. Evalua-
tions of cooperative learning programs in which students work to-
gether or one student tutors others have been consistently positive
(Newmann and Thompson 1987; Walberg 1984) The Copernican
Plan encourages cooperation and group interaction. Each student ben-
efits from what she or he masters, and if one student learns from
another, so much the better. If every student masters every objective
in the course, all get full credit and that's fair The closer relation-
ships between students and teachers over a period of two to four
hours make it relatively easy to organize students for cooperative ac-
tivities, to allow students to work together within the classroom, and
thei to determine what is learned by each student

Total staff involvement with school improvement. The total involve-
ment of staff in school improvement is well established as a factor in
successful change (1 oucks-Horsley and Hergert 1985) Change such
as that proposed in the Copernican Plan requires intense faculty in-
volvement, and there is certain to be division in the faculty. How-
ever, the more staff members who are involved, the less resistance to
change

Autonomy and flexibility to implement adaptive practices. The
Copernican Plan should not affect the autonomy of teachers But
given the same levels of administrative support and freedom, it pro-
vides significantly more opportunities for teach( . to adopt and adapt
effective new instructional practices than does the traditional high
school.

Appropriate levels of difficulty for learning tasks. A major advantage
of the Copernican Plan 1,, that it allows teacher, the opportunity to
maintain appropriate levels of difficulty for each student or group of
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students within the class In addition to teachers' own daily assess-
ments of individual student's ability and progress, they are guided by
each student's ILP, which quantifies learning goals for that individual.
Moreover, with 20 percent more sections, grouping by ability and
interest can be done much more effectively.

Teacher empathy, rapport, and personal interaction with studenis.
Most high school teachers have a genuine interest in students, and
over the yea,-s, many teachers develop good relationships with stu-
dents. I have observed that at most secondary schoals, a much higher
percentage e,f those teachers who coach or sponsor extracurricular ac-
tivi.'es develop rapport with individual students than do other teach-
ers. The adverse npact of the impersonality of the present high
school is not limited to students; it affects many teachers as well. Om
of the potential advantages in the Copernican high school is that over
periods of six or twelve weeks (the latter about the length of many
athletic seasons), a teacher will have regular and in-depth contact with
a small group of students.

Further, in the interest/issues seminars, teachers meet students in a
more informal, collegial environment, and students see teachers as
people with common concerns With a deemphasis on fo, mal grades
and an emphasis on particip !non, it's possible for students to work
with rather than for teachers in studying proolems. This experience
should provide opportunities for teachers to be seen not only as au-
thority figures but also as interesting persons, as persons who share
some concerns with students, arc interested in students, and are still
seeking knowledge and learning.

Emphasis on homework and study. The Copernican Plan leaves con-
trol of homework completely with one or two teachers at a time.
Assignments related to the interest/issues seminars are relatively light,
informal, and voluntary; and because of scheduling, seminar ass'gn-
.nents are never due the day after they are accepted Witt, the higher
degree of individualization, homework assignments that arc approp
ate and demanding can be given to each student and can be graded
daily. Graded homework is much more effective than ungraded home-
work (Walberg 1984) Moreover, independent study projects can be
more easily developed and monitored. The issue of fairness in assign-
ing different homework or projects to different groups of students is
under control beca..ise students who mastcr a g.:ater portion of the
subject matter receive proportionally more credits
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Positive accountability, acceptance of respt...sibility for learning out-
comes. Under the Copernican Plan, teachers are accountable for a stu-
dent's mastery of the curriculum in only one or two classes at a time,
for an awareness of each student's progress. and for adapting instruc-
tion to each student's progress and problems. Mastering subject mat-
ter pla..es a greater responsibility on the student, cheating is much
more difficult, and accountability more continuous and precise.

Strategies to avoid nonpromotion of students. In a Copernican school,
a student who masters less than 60 percent of the course material will
earn less than six of a possible ten credits but will not fail and receive
no credit (unless none of the course objectives are mastered). Though
two or three credits may not be inspiring, they are part of a positive
approach that is inherently fairer, less damaging to self-esteem, and
more realistic than the pi esent system, which offers the same number
of course credits to students who score between 60 and 100 percent,
while giving a student who scores 59 percent absolutely no credit.
Failure can also be reduced by offering a more varied curriculum.
When faced with declining enrollments and increasing financial limi-
t'ttions, offering courses 7.t several performance levels becomes in-
creasingly difficult. The Copernican Plan allows 20 percent more
courses to be offered, which allows the school to offer more courses
and to better reflect interests and performance IcveIs than is possible
under the present system.

I do not recommend, and will not propose, automatic passing of
students regardless of performance. However, it's more effective and
efficient as well as humane to teach the student well once rather than
poorly twice. Failure wastes school resources as well as student time.

Deemphasis of strict ability grouping, interaction with more accom-
plished peers. Although there is little chance of irdividualizing in the
traditional high school, there is an excellent chance to group hetero-
geneously under the Copernican Plan. With 20 percent more sections,
a school that wishes to increase or maintain homogeneity of offerings
can do so. However, because of the 'allay of teachers to regroup and
individualize within each macroclass, the need for tracking and hom-
ogeneity is reduced. Greater heterogeneity can be allowed because
each student or group of students within a class can be challenged at
appropriate levels of difficulty (S1 .n 1981) Without tracking and
with the opportunity to earn all I available credits, students have a
chance to shine in as many classe (or seminars) as they are capable of
or inch, ed to; the, ceilings are removed.
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Efficiency Dimensions
Effective use of instructional time, amount and intensity of engage-
ment in school learning. The comparison of the allocation and use of
time under the present system and the Copernican Plan is analyzed in
Chapters 2 and 4, as well as the Appendix. Time-on-task is con-
cerned with how well time is used in the classroom. U:Lier the pres-
ent system, several minutes are required to settle the class, to take
enrollment, and to shift students' thinking from the last class to the
present. Substantially reducing time loss due to setting up and closing
out and removing the need to shift gears so often during the day arc
significant advantages of the Copernican Plan. Too often, a student
has worked through a concept or process and things are beginning to
fall in placeand suddenly it's time to go to another class. Similarly,
a teacher may need more time to develop a concept, but the bell
rings. Short class periods often prevent intensity of engagement
deeper discussion, exploring questions in greater detail, and relating
class work to current problems and other disciplines. Improvement in
this factor is one of the major strengths of the Copernican Plan

Orderly and disciplined school and classroom environments. Dejuven-
ilizing the high school is a major objective of the Copernican Plan. It
defines learning more as a job, a major assignment. Mastery of course
material assumes fully competent performance of every objective. If
one student learns more and gets more credits, fine. As in life,
excellencemastery at whatever a student chooses to study is em-
phasized Competent plumbers are more respected than incompetent
doctors. Under the Copernican Plan, students have a workplace for a
six- or twelve-week period. The macroclasses should not be mono-
lithic and quietmostly lecture and isolated effort. Students can
work together or separately. The target is learning, mastery at what-
ever level of difficulty, rather than beating the curve for an A. Al-
though there are other activities, particularly in the afternoon,
students have only one or two inajor assignments at one time. Sports
arc maintained, and indeed, participation in athletics is encouraged
under this plan (see Chapter 4). But the balance between athletics and
academics will be better. The interest/issues seminars are designed to
raise adult questions and to ,,ovoke mature thought. They should
build character and help create concerned citizens. The Copernican
Plan will provide a more mature, orderly, and productive climate that
will result in more successful students, and success is the best way to
prevent disciplinary problems.

Continuous diagnosis, evaluation, and feedback. The present system
allows students to go for many days, possibly weeks, before they ger
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clear feedback on their performance. With a small number of students
on which to concentrate, teachers in the Copernican high school pro-
vide frequent, perhaps daily, assessments of progress. In addition,
assessmert can be based on more than paper and pencil testsfor
example, individual projects or oral presentations. The Copernican
high school has a major advantage over the traditional high school in
this factor.

Well-structured classroom activity. The quality of classroom activity
depends primarily on the teacher. Most teachers currently maintain
well-structured classroom activities dominated by work with the
whole class. The Copernican Plan emphasizes concentrated work
with smaller classes and with subgroups and individuals in the class
If teachers can adapt to a different form of organization and maintain
a well-structured series of classroom activities for each student within
a single class over a longer time, the plan will work The experience
with m.icroclasses, discussed in more detail earlier in this chapter, in-
dicates that mey can.

Instruction guided by content coverage. In traditional high schools,
the curriculum is generally defined, and instruction to the class is
guided, by content coverage; the most effective teachers modulate
instruction based on the progress made by the majority of students.
The Copernican Plan, however, is guided by content mastery by in-
dividuals and small groups or students

Schoolwsde emphasis on basic and higher-order skills. The Coperni-
can Plan emphasizes both basic and higher-order skills, which involve
applying knowledge to problems and mastering more complex con-
cepts. The Copernican Plan offers much greater opportunity for de-
velopment of higher-order skills, both in regular classroom instruc-
tion and through the interest/issues seminars The mastery system
stresses the acquisition of skills basic to each course

Opportunities for individualized work. The Copernican Plan provides
time and flexibility to encourage all students, not just the most capa-
ble, to undertake individual projects Projects can capitalize on stu-
dent interests and offer the motivation necessary for improved overall
mastery of the subject matter. For higher performing students, proj-
ects can increase the challeng in a course. Credits might be given for
projects that demonstrate mastery of course objectives or that go be-
yond the course curriculum. Again, the Copernican Plan has an ad-
vantage over the traditional high school m providing opportunities
for individualized work.
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Number and variety of opportunities to learn. In the traditional high
school, each teacher teaches five classes so that the total number of
sections that can be offered is five times the number of teachers.
Under the Copernican Plan, it is six times the number of teachers, or
20 percent higher, giving the school the opportunity to provide more
offerings. With the interest/issues seminars emphasizing a more infor-
mal, far-reaching, and collegial opportunity to learn, additional vari-
ety can be provided. Finally, with total responsibility for a niacroclass,
it is much easier for a teacher to provide variety within classes (for
example, bring in guest lecturers, plan with another teacher for an
in-depth presentation of a particular issue, or develop a field trip).
Clearly, the Copernican high school has a distinct advantage



Planning for
The Copernican Plan:

Changes in
The Instructional Program

Teachers or administrators reading The Copernican Plan might find it
a bit like watching Monday night football. It's fun to watch and de-
bate the wisdom of key plays, but they'd rather not be in the game
Leave it to the pros. Similarly, restructuring schools is thought to be
a pleasant subject of discussion. But it's time to do more than talk;
it's time for teachers and administratorsour educational profes-
sionalsto get into the game The purpose of this chapter, indeed,
of this book, is to convince educators that they can win the restruc-
turing game. Though the changes appear overwhelming, they are
manageable.

By discussing hc,w the Copernican Plan will affect a schoolboth
school wide and by department tb" following sections attempt to
help interested schools to plan for a Copenncan high school But one
factor cannot be included in these sections. the strengths and weak-
nesses of each school. Therefore, what follows are guidelines Each
school staff should use the guidelines to develop a process for plan-
ning the change in their particular school.

Schoolwide Changes
Scheduling and instructional planning. The most obvious change the
Copernican Plan proposes is the schedule The major impact of
scheduling changes will be on how teachers plan for instruction.
Presently, high school teachers must plan for five classes, usually in-
cluding more than one subject within a discipline and sometimes in-
cluding classes in more than one discipline. Though a teacher's major
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emphasis is on preparing for each class, students progress at different
rates, depending on their preparation, aptitudes and learning styles, or
personal situations.

My experience has been that teachers usually want to individualize;
however, with the constraints of several different classes and disci-
plines and with 100 to 125 students, most concentrate their extra help
on those who are falling behind. They simply don't have time to
extend help beyond this group, much less to every student in five
classes. Indeed, time usually is . of available to adequately help all
those encountering problems.

The Copernican Plan concentrates most of the teacher's and stu-
dents' time on one subject and allows for a smaller average class size,
ranging from 8 to 20 students and probably averaging 16. The two-
subject, trimester approach doubles those numbers but still reduces
the number of students the average teacher sees each day by more
than 60 percent. The teacher has complete responsibility for a macro-
class Therefore, the success of the Copernican Plan depends on care-
ful instructional planning centered on the progress of each student or
small group of students rather than on presentations to whole classes.
This is the most significant changethe change on which the feasi-
bility of the rest of the Copernican proposals depend.

Thus the type of preparation required of teachers will change fun-
damentally. Studies show that, in the range of 20 to 30 students, arbi-
trarily reducing clacc size provides no evidence of improvement in
learning (Bennett 1987), however, some improvemPnt appears when
classes get down to around 15 students. Indeed, a few studies indicate
that larger classes provide more effective instruction, which seems to
be additional evidence of the relative value of a good teacher (Educa-
tional Research Service 1980). The major message of this research is
that it won't help much to lower class size if teaching remains geared
to whole-class instruction. Secondary teachers generally have concen-
trated on whole-class preparations with relatively little individualiza-
tion primarily because that is the only manageable approach under
present conditions. The use of large-group instructional techniques
with small classes does not get better results Lowering class sizes will
result in no significant improvement unless teachers change the way
they teach to take advantage of the opportunity to individualize.

A Copernican teacher's daily planning will be neither easier nor
more difficult than at present, but it will be different, for it will focus
on individuals and small groups of students. Individualized planning
and instruction, which are associated with more effective learning,
stress a well-orgazed curriculum with variety and options so that
teachers can conuntiously keep instruction and assignments at the
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frontier of each student's level of understanding. It involves daily in-
teraction with each student. It demands continuous assessment of
progress, rapid feedback of results, use of positrTe reinforcement, and
direct and subliminal strategies to transfer the teacher's enthusiasm for
his or her subject to students so they realize that what they learn is
more important than grades or credits. It directs students' efforts
while placing more responsibility on each student. It is adaptable to
different learning characteristics or styles of students, and it is able to
capitalize on students' different backgrounds and interests.

Organization of curriculum. Today's typical high school curriculum
is organized along departmental lines with relatively little interdisci-
plinary instruction. Courses are offered for a full year, half year, or
quarter year. Initially, a school implementing the Copernican Plan
will need to concentrate on reorganizing its present curriculum for
highly individualized instruction in macroscheduled classesafter it
has reviewed and clarified the current scope and sequence and major
objectives for each course. As described above, instructional strategies
will require most attention at first to keep each student grouped and
learning effectively

The Copernican Plan offers some major opportunities for curricular
improvement:

Interdisciplinary courses can be developed, with two or more
teachers working together as a team. Alt}-ough teams are not
necessary to begin, it will be easy to introduce teaming once
teachers and students become accustomed to a Copernican
schedule.

A major new part of the curriculum will be the interest/issues
seminars, which are discussed below and in the sections of this
chapter concerning academic departments.

Many proposed courses that have never been scheduled because
of low enrollments may be presented since there will be more
sections. These courses could also be provided through the
seminars.

Community involvement in the seminars will contribute to a
mo-e adult atmosphere in the school and directly involve com-
munity members and others with the instructional program.

Integrating experiences: interest/issues seminars. A major criticism of
American public education is that students do not have an opportu-
nity to come to grips with real issues and that there is a lack of depth
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and quality in today's educational programs. Presently, teachers try to
pro vide time to discuss issues, but covering the course material in
their disciplines uses most of the time. Activities and clubs are in-
tended to provide some integrating experiences, but with only limited
success and small numbers of students. The problem is that the pres-
ent system does not provide a mechanism for integrating learning but
leaves it to chance. Issues are interdisciplinary; they will not be ad-
dressed effectively or in a balanced manner in an instructional envi-
ronment organized by academic disciplines.

The Copernican Plan addresses the question of integrating experi-
ences directly through the :nterest/issues seminars and indirectly by
providing c., large block of time for instruction that allows teachers
time for in-depth discussion, special classes, or field trips that increase
interest in and lend relevance to their subject.

The interest/issues seminars add a new dimension to the school's
instructional program The seminars emphasize presence, participation,
interest, and leadership rather than achievement of specific academic
objectives. Credits are granted based on the student's achievement of
participatory objectives. In fact, a great deal should be learned, and
there should be constant references to, as well as opportunities to
apply, information gained in regular classes.

These seminars provide high school students with a new experience
for which there is virtually no precedent. In addition to the discus-
sions of time allocations and credits, which arc discussed in Chapter
2, th' following considerations should be incorporated into the inter-
est/issues seminars

First, a group of staff, students, and parents should develop the
seminar format and curriculum. Then a permanent planning
groupagain comprised of staff, students, and parentsshould
be established to develop the seminars This could be called the
Senunar Planning Board The major task of this board v, to re-
view and approve current seminars and suggestions for new
topics

At the outset, a major curriculum development task will be to
prepare a full year of 'merest /issues seminars It will be important
to access the large v-.1unie of materials already prepared and in
use by many organizations, industries, and governments in devel-
oping these seminars Obvious examples of sources arc public ra-
dio and television (PBS), special interest groups (c g , the Sierra
Club, Common Cause), and government agencies (e g , U S.
Department. of Agriculture).

A regular 10- to 1.5-nunute newscast could be a part of every
seminar period. This could he provided through radio or televi-
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mon stations and should be concentrated on international, politi-
cal, economic, or social issuesno weather or sports, or almost
none

Seminars should he defined very flexibly. The objective is to ex-
cite students Here arc some examples of seminars that are in-
tended to show the diversity that should be possible:

a Election campaigns issues: local, state, national

b Economic questions. "G.M., Toyota, Productivity, and You,"
"Should We Sell Wheat to Russia?" "Perestroika, the European
Common Market, and You."

c Political theory and practice. Arc freedom and equality corn
patible goals in our democracy? Is ,Oastio.,t necessary to the
success of perestroika? Arc the four freedoms necessary condi-
-ons to dcinocratic government?

d. Environmental issues "Energ} and Health What's the Trade-
off?" "Is Man an Endangered Species?" "Pesticides and the
Food Supply

e Identifying issues. Pari-cipating on teams tha ptcpare materi-
als for future seminars could he a seminar assignment :or both
teachers and students

Student enterprises With more flexible time, students coald
turn their interests Into enterprises like the following

An agenc} for ,tudents who v am to work This could he
combined with present work/stud} They could organize
yard work, baby- sitting, ind so on

Vocational education activities Such as construction projects
Iii Some schools, students haNe even built and sold a house
each year, with she money retained m a revolving account

Au investment club or clubs to help students learn about
ou- economic system Volunteer advisors could he found It
might he possible to establish student InVestillent tennis to
compete within the school and, even, with tho,e from othei
schools,

A branch old local bank in the school

CoordmanoL of all fund raising for various student gro s

A day-care center where they cold(' learn, earn, and make
money for their school or class
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g. Volunteer community service programs: "-credits could be
given for volunteer work by students in hospitals, nursing
homes, and the like. The volunteer groups could be a perma-
nent student organization that would provide continuity to
volunteerism.

h. Social issues: Virtually any health care and social problem is an
excellent subject for seminars, for example, the change in the
laws concerning driving under the influence of alcohol, or
child abuse and proposed legislation about this problem. What
are the causes and costs of homelessness? Can incentives be
built into a welfare system? "AIDS: A Medical, Social, and
Moral Problem."

J

The arts: Art and music appreciation
nars. 'The Arts in America" could be an issues seminar

could be interest semi-

Morals and ethics "Great Religions," "Religions as a Force in
History," "Business Ethics: A Conflict in Terms" and "Cav-
eat Emptor circa 1989" could be important subjects of both
interest and issues seminars.

k. Current issues and crises: The Seminar Planning Board could
plan and call for special assemblies to be followed by discus-
mons in all seminars concerning recent events of particular i'
portance or an especially good interest seminar, for example,
"The Marines in Lebanon and the War Powers Act," a concert
or a visiting author or artist, "Irangate

Staff development. Planning for and providing high-quality, ongoing
staff development and support is important for any school; it is criti-
cally important for a Copernican school. Typical high st'lool teachers
must prepare for their changed role and rethink their approach to
instruction To those wb claim that schools or school districts can
rely on written curricula, I say that the only operational definition of
curriculum is what happens when a teacher gets in a classror m with a
group of students

Applying what we know about learning, teachers must deal with a
manageable amount of information at a time, break the concepts to
be considered into manageable chunks of information, and be directly
involved in studying their own curriculum. They must have a man-
ageable number of sugg,:stics and approaches to consider, and they
should be expected to make a response. They should have opportuni-
ties to work with small g. ps of other teachers and with mentors,
for example, more ( nerie.ieed teachers, consultants, or university
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professors, who can provide rapid feedback; moreover, they reed
t;me to work through ideas, problems, and fears.

id there will be fears, though rarely acknowledged. Fears will be
acedand a supportive atmosphere developedas coneagies re-

port their success teaching macroclasses. Fear will decline even more
,is other schools successfully restri, ure. Even then, all teachers
should have paid time to plan, r :rely over one or two summers.
It may be the most important pr ..ional work they do that year.

I recommend that school districts give a group of teachers an
agreed-on fee, authorize some consultant money, ask them to work
out their instructional program, and be ready in a year. Trust, em-
power, enable, and support them. Time, respect, and positive moti-
vation are just as important to teacher and administrator growth as
they are to students; taking responsibility fo- -heir own education is
equally important The avoidance of the term inservice has been delib-
erate because it seems to conjure up a class or workshop for potential
Copernican teachers. It is fine to have a workshop, but teachers
should be part of the process for identifying their needs and putting
the I rograrr in place (Loucks-Horsley et al 1987).

Both the method of tea,:hing and the organization of the curricu-
lum for teaching are critical, as was shown in Chapter 3. Present
curricula may need to he reorganized according to the concepts of the
mastery s-stem. Teachers not only have to establish objectives with
appropriate scope -nd sequence, they also have to plan and .epare a
variety of teaching techniques and approaches that in be applied in
macroclasses An, these options should be thought out and reduced
to class plans before the academic year begins so that teachers are free
to concentrate on applying these options in different situations during
the year.

Material and equ'vment support. The opernican Plan establishes
conditions that allow teachers to tailor assignments tc student prog-
ress and lcarning styles and to work more in small groups and with
individual students. The Plan also emphasizes greater student respon-
sibility for their education It isn't necessary to add to a school's
equipment inventory to gain improvements projected in tnis Plan,
but to take the most advantage of teachers' va'tly increased control of
instruction, teachers and students should have access to new technol-
ogies This means having equipment and reference materials, often
including microcomputers, permanently located in classrooms and
available at once and at will Investing in technology is better justifie''
because a Copernican school can use it irore efficiently.

The emphasis on integrating experiences via the interest/issues sem-
inars as well as the opportunit) J have individual students or groups
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of students undertake individual projects and assignments will place
much greater demand on school libraries. Libraries need to provide
ready access to educational television tapes and films, microfilmed
reference material, and appropriate computerized databanks that can
be the basis for seminars and student research. A major objective of
the Copernican Plan is to develop in students the skills, knowledge,
and confidence to learn on their ownto research the information
they need. The library and media services will be important for im-
plementing this objective.

Field trips and transportation. High schools increasingly provide field
trips, and often students go on tours or exchanges with students from
other countries. Sometimes, students even visit neighboring schools
of different character from their own (for example, suburban students
visiting an urban ,,chool) or their state or national capital.

The flexibility to move beyond the walls of the school has always
been available philosophically but not practically. The inherent prob-
-m in field trips under the present system is simply that a trip for

one class removes a student from several other, equally important,
classes. Under the Copernican Plan field trips can be easily arranged.
For example, a marine biology class can spend a week at a facility
like the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute in Falmouth, Massachu-
setts, an AnTrican history class can visit its state legislature; a French
class can spend three weeks near Paris, or an cal th science class can
visit a national park with virtually no interference with other classes.
Indeed, some field-trip activities could become the basis for an inter-
est/issues seminar The Copernican Plan makes it practical and desira-
ble to increase the number of field trips, so long as they are well
planned and have clearly identified instructional objectives

Guidance. Since the influence of the guidance department is school-
wide, it is included in this .section A fundamental objective of a
school should be to treat students as clients racher than wards who
owing t.- a combination of law and custom are under our supervi-
sion High school students are young women and men with specific
interests and objectives that their school s:Joind help them achieve. As
discussed in Chapter 2, the client concept should permeate the think-
mg of the entire staff, but it will fall to guidance personnel to play a
key role in its implementation All students should know ..,at they
are trying to achieve and what they must do to get there, and each
should have reasonable expectations of the potential benefits of suc-
cess. The students' educationas well as the schoolshould he
managed by objectives.
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The key to achieving a client relationship is to develop an Individ-
ual Learning Plan (ILP) for each student. Each ILP should begin with
a postsecondary objective and then establish the levels of mastery in
each of the subjects and selected related activities necessary to achieve
that objective. In addition, the district's required objectives for both
academics and citizenship would be stated. The guidance department
would be responsible for developing these ILPs, with assistark.? from
the rest of the staff Parents, too, must be involved in this planning.
Indeed, school boards would have to take a strong policy position on
the requirement of parents to accept appropriate responsibility in de-
veloping these plans. Reporting would be related to each student's
plan.

Each 1LP should take a student through graduation. This means a
four-year selection of courses for a 9th grade student But a key ele-
ment of an ILP is that students could chaoe2 their objectives at any
time based on current interests and their academic progress. I antici-
pate that students will tend to establish more rigorous goals at first
and later will decide on goals more attuned to their actual perfor-
mance, but it will not always be that way It will be more difficult to
shift to a more demanding goal as a junior or senior. However, some
students mature later than others and every effort should be made to
allow students to shift to more demanding goal. The guidance de-
partment, and indeed the entire school, must be aware that change is
desirable and oft( :1 reflects maturing judgment Establishing an objec-
tive provides a focus and a reality for students, however, it is as im-
portant to review that objective as it is to achieve it Guic:ance must
ensure both for each student

As in any school, the guidance department will continue to be re-
sponsible for transfer students, including assessing credits and levels
of mastery for appropriate placement in courses And it will fall to
the guidance department to develop an efficient transcript to convey
to colleges and to other high schools the levels of performance of
students in each subiect Since the two major determinants of interest
to colleges, class rank and SA1 scores, will not change, this task
should not prove difficult.

The Copernican Plan makes it possible to accommodate 'uglily in-
dividualized learning plans It will allow a student to be on an intern-
ship for a six-week period and still complete tine regular c9tirses, or
to be away for a trimester and complete four regular courses High
school internship programs coul, be provided with virtually any
occupation (architect, engineer, legislator, hospital administrator,
carpenter, mason, sales repreientariye, nurse, hospital technician) In-
terrishais and independent study could become an important part of
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some students' programs. Tnis vastly improv.xl opportunity co tailor
a program for a specific student will test the c.:ativity of the staff.
But flexibility will improve the quality of the client's ILP Creating
many options should be the key in guidance policy for a Copernican
high school.

Range of course offerings. With persistent decline in high school
enrollments and continuing financial limitations, 'ugh schools have
difficulty offering courses at different levels of ability; they are also
1mited in the range of course offerings. Teachers who teach five
courses a year under the current system will teach six under the Co-
pernican Plan. Thus, it will be possible to offer many more sections
with the same staff, which presents a pleasant paradox. With the
availability of more sections, students can be grouped more homoge-
neously, but because of the greater opportunities to individualize in-
struction, there should be less need to group homogeneously.
Scheduling should be easier, and the available sections could be allo-
cated more to expanding the range of offerings and less to offering
levels of difficulty in the same course. Further, the interest/issues
seminars offer a major expansion in course offerings.

Dual credit, If instruction becomes more effective, the range of per-
formance of a class of students will probably be considerably in-
creased. Although the lower performing students will achieve more,
the higher performing students are likely to move ahead even mo.:
rapidly, thus expanding rather than educing the ranges of perfor-
mance that the school program must accommodate. For several years,
sonic school systems have been making arrangements for high per-
forming students to take college courses and receive credit for high
school graduation This allows these students to retain contact witb
their peers, remain on academic or athlete teams, and graduate with
their peersand still move ahead academically. However, this prac-
tice is still very much the exception rather than the rule The concept
of dual credit should be expanded under the Copernican Plan. If a
student needs a course taught at a postsecondary school, or even at
another secondary school within commuting distan,-e, the school
should attempt to accommodate the student's interests. In larger high
schools, college credit courses might be offered at the school if appro-
priate arrangements can be made with a college

Transcripts. Fo1 many studies, and increasingly so in our complex
society, the postsecondary goal is college, and high school transcripts
are important Under the Copernican Plan, course, would be re-
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ported by credits and titles, as they are now A clear description of
the type of diploma and the requirements for that diploma would
have to be part of the transcript; in addition, attached to the transcript
should be an assessment of the performance L:vel achieved in each
subject along with cl description of the mastery learning system that is
the basis for the credits. Of course, SATs would still be shown, and
the reporting of class rank would not change

Departmental Changes
Instruction in most American high schools is organized by depart-
ment. This organization may vary some, but it is generally similar
from school to school The following sections discuss the impact of
the Copernican Plan on the instructional departments of a typical
high school

English. In terms of years of study, English is the most required
course taught in American high schools Folklore has it making up
two-thirds of the curriculum: "readin', and 'rithmetic To-
day s list goes beyond reading and writing in scope and detail The
list might include grammar and language, composition, including
style and expression, spelln g; vocabulary, speaking and listening
skills, study skills; reading skills; understanding and appreciating liter-
ature; and understanding and evaluating the media

English is referred to as a tool subject nce it is necessary to the
learning of all other disciplines. Indeed, 11 is difficult to separate lan-
guage from the content and concep, with which it deals Literature,
both prose and poetry, has beauty that hcs in its use for the develop-
ment of values and creation of interests that may be emotional, reli-
gious, cultural, scientific, or all the above. Certainly, English is
interdisciplinary

One way in which a Copernican ho,,1 can reinforce the interdisci-
plinary nature of English is to assign each stddent's English teacher
for the entire year--that is, the teachers of the macroclasses in En-
glish will follow their students for the enure school year Students
can complete the higher-order English objectives r th context of
any other class or in an interest/issues seminar Dual L 'Lilt might be
achieved for an excellent researL h paper in a history course, for lead-
ership of a seminar, or for demonstrating skill as a pub. speaker or
leader of a group An interest seminar could include wrmng or pres-
enting a pap.. Lompanng i aurence Olivier's and Christopher Plum-
mer's interpretations of Hamlet, assuming tapes of both performances
could be made available (and they probably could). Literature objcc-
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tives might be achieved in part through seminars and the I- credits.4
There is a tendency to vim English by its components and to

teach it in a dissected form (diagraming sentences and memorizing
spelling lists). These exercises may have a place in the instructional
process, but they should not dominate it The Copernican Plan offers
an opportunity to teach English in context but at different levels of
difficulty. Reading, writing, speech, and literal -e, and technical sub-
components of each, can be taught at coordinated levels of difficulty
in class, with the seminars available to provide reinforcement.

Mathematics. Mathematics is probably the oldest and most universal
of the organized disciplines, dating back perhaps 5,000 years. Like
English, it is a tool subject that is applied to more and more fields.
The mathematization of nearly every field of inquiry has been epc-
dited by advancement, in statistical research techniques and the avail-
ability of the computer, which makes immensely complicated and
diverse databases manageable. Mathematics is important in &A-cc
ways: First, mastery of basic mathematics is necessary to manage
one's personal finances and to deal in the marketplace Second, math-
ematics is increasingly important in becoming an effective employee;
mathematics is applied daily in many ways in the trades as well as in
the professions Third, understanding mathematics is extremely im-
portant to be an effective citizen and to cope with public affairs in a
modern, supermdustrialized society

A high school must touch "consumer mathematics," and a student's
math objective should not be limited to a vocational goal. Practical
applications of measurements and mathematical concepts should be an
important part of the instructional program The computer should be
us..:c1 to allow students to undertake more complex problems Ability
to understand and interpret typical governmental and ct onomic statis-
tics mid to prepare Ample statistical presentations should be required
instruction for vh-tually every student. The seminars can provide nn-
portant opportunities to apply melt to current problems

The effectiveness of mathematics instruction in the United States
has been seriously challenged by the results of tests given in interna-
tional competition And mathematics is one area in which compara-
tive performance of students in different countries can be made with
little risk of interference due to cultural or language differences
American students have not performed as well in mathematics as
have many of their counterparts in other countries (National Com-
mission on Excellence in Education 1983; Lapointe, Mead and Phillips
1989). Some of this disparity is blunted since approximately 75 per-
cent of young people in the United States complete high school,
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whereas smaller percentages are in school at this age in other coun-
tries. But Ow criticism appears to be valid when American students
are comrared with the Japanese, 90 percent of whom complete their
sreoniary school educations (Dorfman 1987). The National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress reported a sharp drop during the 1970s
in the ability of 17--year-old students to solve more complex prob-
lems, although there was an upturn between 1982 and 1986 (Dossey
et al. 1988). And the Educational Testing Service reported in 1989
that U.S. students turned in the worst combined scores in an interna-
tional comparison of 13year-olds (Lapointe, Mead and Phillips
1989). The National Academy of Science also severely criticized U.S.
math education in a 1984 report (Panel on Secondary School Educa-
tion for the Changing Workplace 1984).

Research on mathematics has revealed that attitudes toward mathe-
matics as a school subject peik in early adolescence and decline
during high school Moreover, males seem more confident with
mathematics, and positive attitudes toward mathematics and the per-
ceived usefulness of mathematics are highly correlated with mathe-
matics course participation. Thus, the development of interest and
confidence and infusions of practical, useful applications seem to be
associated with success in mathematics Interesting also is that ability
in mathematics seems to peak early. The American Association for
the Advancement of Science (1989), the Task Force on Education for
Economic Growth (1983), and the National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress (Brown et al. 1988) criticize the quality of mathen.at
ics teaching as abstract and emphasizing rote use of procedures.

The Copernican Plan's proposed 11.13 for every student requires that
they identify the levels of mathematical ability that are appropriate for
their postsecondary objectives and then !Trolls their progress against
the level of proficiency needed The focus on individual students
should encourage all students to master more mathematics than is Cie
case today

Science. The report by the National Science Board of the National
Science Foundation titled Today's Problems, Tomorrow's Crisis (1(P)',
notes that "we appear to be raising a generation of Americans, many
of whom lack the understanding and the skills necessary to participate
fully in the technological world in which they live and work" (p 1)

In sum, tht report establishes three bai«)biectives to be acheved
throat-' our mathematics and science programs

1. To develop and broaden the pool of students who are well pre-
pared and highly motivated fir careers in mathen tics, science,
and engineering
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2. To widen the range of hii, -quality educational offerings in mathe-
matics, science, and technology at all grade levels so that more
students would be prepared for, and thus have, greater options to
choose among technically oriented careers and professions

3. To increase the general mathematics, science, and technology liter-
acy of all citizens for life, work, and full participation in the soci-
ety of the future

The report goes on to rote evidence that the United States is not
achieving these object.es, particulaily in areas of problem solving
and the applications of mathematics It reports on the concern of both
industrial leaders and military commanders concerning th.L. shortage
of traind technicians Even the professions of law, purnalism, and
business management face a growing demand for men and women
with backgrounds in mathematics, science, and technology.

Who can question the need for scientific literacy for the average
citizen when one constantly -ncounters the claims and counterclaims
of various groups on issues sti.:11 as nuclear power, environmental
protection, or the delivery of health services The report notes that
many of the upper-level high school courses arc too abstract and the-
otetical for most students It further states that few of these co;irses
are of much value to students pluning careers outside s:rnce and
engineering. An intere,ting finding is that although many students do
not like school science, many do like the science and technology they
sec on television, at technology museums, planetariums, nature cen-
ters, and national parks; the report strongly suggests that there is a
need to make school science programs more appealing, for c,ample
through "hands -on" activities tht build on students' under-standings
of science concepts and the world around them

The Copernican Plan's macroclasscs allow teachers and students
time to probe science questions in depth, to undertake virtually 3111:
experiment, ind to utilize equipment fully, which is cry difficult to
do in a 45- to 50-minute period Moreover, field trips to local univer-
sities, science museums, high-tech facilities, or field or shore for bo-
tany or marine biology are feasible and can be conducted without
seriously interrupting other classes A great deal of good instructional
material is available on videotapes, which, if made available to teach-
ers and students, could enhance instruction. Finally, the interest/issues
seminar is an excellent vehicle for developing greater citizen aware-
ness of the impact of science and technology and of the political,
ethical, and religious issues that relate to these questions In this re-
gard, presematioos could be interdisciplinary and involve participa-
tion of knowledgeable citizens
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Social studies. The National Assessment of Educational Progress
(Finn and Ravitch 1987) indicates an larming lack of basic knowl-
edge on the history of this country and its political structure The
critical message m each of our presidential elections is not who won
the demon but the steady decline in the number of citizens who par-
ticipated in the selection process foe the most powerful and important
position in the nation, and perhaps the world. Many of our young
people could not become U S. citizens if they had to pass the natural-
ization test required of immigrants s Perhaps immigrants arc more
inspired than the average Americanor at least the average American
teenager or perhaps we need to provide mole inspiration

At the risk of oversimplification, social studies teachers seem to fall
into two groups. Most seem to want a wide range of offerings that
emphasize the analysis of complex and interrelated issues involving
various political decisions and historical trends A smaller group pre-
fer providint, a firm and common base of information on the major
political and historical facts that will help young people understand
how they got to this particular time and place Both groups arc cor-
rect. The problem is that the time allowed and the structure of the
school day requires that a choice be made. Regardless of the choice,
the loss is serious Although reading, mathematics, and science seem
to head the current list of national educational deficiencies, probably
the tailure to excite our students about their country and their respon-
sibilities as citizens is the greatest failing of the American public
school system

The Copernican Plan offers Important opportunities to improve on
this performance Macrociasses allow in-depth discussion and maxi-
mum use of media, field trips, and community resources in instruct-
ing students The social studies department should take the lead in
developing the interest/Issues seminars Most of these seminars may
involve understandings toming from several disciplines, but many of
the fundamental issues would he political, cultural, religious, and eth-
ical and, let us hope, might serve to make young native -horn citizens
as caner to be a part of this country as those who seek us Out from

lauds

Occupational educationindustrial arts. The Copernican Plan adapts
easily to industrial arts Vocational education has a history of using
three- to four-hour periods and combining related classroom work
with shop work. The traditional short period has always been a prob-
lem for industrial arts, where time is lost in setting up and cleaning
up. The Copernican Plan also offers , partial solution to students
who want more vocational training than is offered uI their high
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school but who want to remain in or part of the school In those
areas where vocational technical schools and comprehensive high
schools are located near each other and serve the same student pool,
the macroschedule will make it much easier to schedule a student in a
vocational school program for part of the day or year while retaining
membership in the community high school. Alternatively, if no voca-
tional high school is available and, because of size and costs, a school
offers only industria! arts programs, it should be possible to assign
students to work with an industrial arts teacher on a highly indivi-
dualized basis to attain vocational level skills under a Copernican
schedule. Videodiscs and VCRs can enhance instruction. Teache:s
can certify that - needed level of mastery has been etained for the
Occupational or the Honors Occupational Diploma. Once a student
has met the required mastery in other areas such as mathematics
English, greater concentration can be allowed on independent study
in technical and vocational areas

Industrial arts can also be effectively included In the interest semi-
nars: home repair, carpintry, cabinet work, automobile maintenance
and repair, furniture refinishing, and popular science and technology
can be the basis for interest seminars.

Occupational educationhome economics. Home economics pro-
grams on the high school level have been declining for several years.
The courses attract a ,mall proportion of students, and declining en-
rollmunt has resulted in many home economics courses being
dropped in the competition with other classes

It appears that home economics can be organized much more effec-
tively under the Copernican Plan since the course emphasize, lab
work and practical problem solving. Further, with 20 percent more
sections, it will be easier to solve scheduling conflicts to enroll in
home economic, courses. Provided space is available, the home eco-
nomics program could revolve around a day-care center, which could
he self-supporting

It also appears that the interest/issues semina:s provide an opportu-
nity for home economics and early childhood education There is a
growing concern about the evidence of dysfunctional families and
child neglect with child abuse the extreme form of this problem
Seminars on thew topics could be developed in conjunction with
health education

Occupational educationbus;ness education. The Copernican P1 nn
will have a major influence on a high school's business department
and offers an opportunity ton y a different and potentially productive
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approach Mastery learning lends itself especially well to business ed-
ucation. The knowledge and skills needed for effective office work
can be precisely defined. As students demonstrate the necessary skills
and understandings, they can receive the credits and move ahead. The
increasing use of electronics in the workplace is changing radically the
jobs that young L,.sinesspeople may aspire to. Business education
courses need to define a series of objectives that, if met, would pro-
vide well-educated, completely trained office personnel.

In addition, many students who are planning to go on to college
need the skills taught by the business department. Virtually every stu-
dent needs keyboarding skills, not so much for yesterday's typewriter
as for today's word processor Perhaps college-bound students ought
to have note-taking skills as well Keyboarding and note-taking skills
can be defined and measured and offered in a single macroclass.

Art. Art is another discipline that will benefit from macroscheduling
Students can use the art classrooms like a studio, with adequate time
to cnnque one anothcrs' work, an important part of an art program
More courses can be offered with the same staff, so more students
will have the < ,rtunity to fit art into their schedules Field trips
will also be ca .I to ar-angc In addition, it might be possible to
introduce art appreciation as part of the interest/issues seminars

Music. Though many of the observations made about art apply
equally to music, there is one major difference It is difficult to re-
hearse a chorus, band, or orchestra for four hours; however, a two-
hour class would be productive Mots: to the point, music is part of
our school and community hfc and should be available throughout
the year. Band and chorus should bc.. offered as a class scheduled dur-
ing sonic of the seminar or PHS periods This arrangement eliminates
scheduling conflicts and allows rehearsals throughout the year As
shown in Chapter 2, Table 1, it reduces music student participation in
seminars, but music appreciation programs ,:an be interest seminars

A difficulty will be scheduling music teachers for a full day if their
classes don't begin until late morning. However, the number of eve-
ning hours for concerts and dramatics must be considered in deter-
mining ass,gnmcnts for hiusic teachers T'ic role of the music teacher
may be redefined to exclude sonic of the tradition ,' (losses and to
include the late afternoon and evening demands of me music
program.

Foreign languages. Forci,n language presents an nitcresting problem
under the Copernican Plan language experts seem to have two cc n-
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flicting positions (American Educational Research Association 1969)
The first is that total immersion in a language is the best way to learn
a foreign language quickly and well This position is supported by
the experience of programs such as the Berlitz schools and the Armed
Forces language programs. Canada has had good reports from its im-
mersion programs (Benderson 1986). The other position is that lan-
guage instruction should be taught incrementally, but daily, with
prepared materials that require constant review and reinforcement
The former favors a macroclass; the latter the traditional length pe-
riod over a full year. I recommend an immersion-oriented approach
under the Copernican Plan

In the macroclass, language labs and other technology can be incor-
porated into instruction, and instruction can utilize speaking, reading,
writing, and cultural /historic activities Most subjects receive rein-
forcement in other classes. But foreign language students get virtually
no incidental remfOrcement. Therefore, in the intervals between for-
eign language macroclasses, students should enroll in interest/issues
seminars that deal with the history and current events of a country
that speaks the language they arc studying Also, language clubs
could meet in the PHS periods, perhaps reviewing foreign news-
papers, seeing foreign films, and discussing the events nn France,
Germany, Russia, or Spanish-speaking countries

Physical education and athletics. Most states require phys al educa-
tion each year through the 111th grade, usually every other d some
require it through grade 12 The objectives for physical education
concern acquiring skills and knowledge and developing attitudes
througi: human movement The program should include assessment
of fitness levels, activities to strengthen personal weaknesses, md the
development of lifetime sports

The Copernican Plan schedules physical education in a nontradi-
tional way For example, students who participate on an athletic team
receive credit for physical education. Physical education classes arc
offered at the same time as the seminar and PHS pcnods so that stu-
dents can select modules of physical education; each module consists
of 15 70-minute sessions Three modules during a school year pro-
vide about 75 percent of the time students now spend in physical
education classes. As m othet classes, the longer period will be more
efficient A waiver from the state department of education 1113y he
necessary for this type of schedule.

Following a system of mastering specific objectives, the physical
education department will need to identify objectives for physical fit-
ness, knowledge, and performance. Credits will be earned based on
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performance, as they are in any other subject Each student\ ILP will
also establish objectives for physical education M11111110111 fitness ob-

jectives could be mastered as part of a team Lifetime snorts should
be a major objective Meeting higher-level objectives could rt. silt in
honors -relit Students who fail to meet minimum physical fitness
objectiv s or who require extra help could he scheduled into more
classes Voluntary atter-school fitness programs could be approved
The bottom line is to meet the students' ILI' objectives for phy,-
fitness

A major changeand on,: that may generate controversyis in
the ielanonship between physical education and athletics. Any student
participating in athletics should not be assigned a physical education
class during the season Tnis did, -could require a no-cut policy for
athletic teams The coaching staff !Jay have to expand to accommo-
date the larger number of pal ncipants expected, and it will require
some imaginative scheduling to give each .,tuelic;it some comp:mice
experience Formalized intrar urals with a schedule, equipment,
coaching, and awards might be one solution. The objective is to
greatly increase the number of students who participate in atidencs

With physical education scheduled only two times each day, staff-
ing- of classes will present a problem The emphasis on participation
m sports with a no-cut policy will also require more afternoon coach-
ing Regular teacher assignments ate for a macroclass of about four
hours, a 70-minute ,enunar, and a 711-nunute PHS period. There are
two alternatives ;,r covering physical education Some teachers could
teach physical education instead of a seminar assignment, or some
physical education teachers cue arrive midday and carry a late after-
noon intramural or coaching assignment In effect, the full time ds-
signment of a physical education teacher would hate to he redefined
The result probably c ould be d larger number of teachers involved
part-tune in physical cdt anon The staffing of physical education
would require planning and perhaps sonic assistar e in staff
development
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Staged Implementation

The major problem confronting a school community that is seriously
considering the implementation of the Cor:rim-on Plan is the degree
of change it requires However, tackling omple( changes may have
v-s rewards, on e enacted Several studies :lave shown that the more
complex the change, the greater 0 chance of successful improve-
mmt once the change is im-)lemented (Crandall, Eiseman and Louis
086) Administrators, whether in private or public enterprise, are
well aware that org,nzations faced with change can develop formida-
ble rejection mechanisms Successful change requires, among other
things, carefril, broadly particq story planning, clearly deft led changes,
training, and administrative support (Fu llan 1982, Crand,11 and
Associates 1982)

Any high school undertaking the type of res'rueturing proposed in
this paper must be prepared for substantial teaci::r and parent rejec-
tion It may take two, three, or mor: yea,, to plan this level of
change. and most of tint time will be needed for teachers, parents,
and students to conceptualize the change and accept it as something
they can do. Durnig this period, it is important to remembc- that
leadership is not followership It 111d), be lonely at first The mm it
response of teacher., and more parnodarly, parents and students, is
that the long class will be a long lecture. They need to realize that
there arc more ecfective ways for students to learn that require a
coachable relationsi.in between teachers and students

How would a high school begin? Remember that Cie Coper.ucan
factor of this Plan is the change in the schedule Once that has been
,-cepted. it is pos. He to milder,' i t the other chaii,,,es Make that
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change first, but retain the familiar curriculum and cum at grading
standards. Inmate the seminars Acknowledge that it is unlikely that a
school can change in one year, particularly before many high schools
have done so and shown the way for others

A preliminary analysis of how the Copernican Plan will affect
programs is presented in Chapter 4 Some of the salient fea-

tures of that chapter should be carefully reviewed in planning to ma-
plement the --opernican Plan, particularly the following:

Planning and pi eparing for new ways of instruction is critical
There would not have to te any change in the curriculum to
begin The courses, the course objectives, and the current evalua-
tion standards need not change. But the way teachers teaca the
classes, the way students an 'eplcyed for instruction, and all the
classroom a ovules require major change Teachers need time to
restructure their lesson plans A maior part of this work should
be done in slimmer months when teachers do -got have the pres-
sures of teaching and ran conk atrate on planning. And they
should work together .ah other teachers and appropriate consul-
tants so that they can share ideas and critique proposals Let's
begin to bridge the gap between high schools and the colleges
and universities, between research and practice. The Copernican
high school does not yet exis,., but m my in academia and educa-
tional service organizations know how to individualize instruc-
tion They can help teachers take advantage of the opportunities
for closer working relations wi-h students and the teacher's in-
creased control of the instructional environment. And those
knowledgeable about elementary and special needs instruction can
he of help since they orten teach their students for se- oral hours
each day

A complete year of interest/issues seminars needs to be prepared
and ready for use. This involves crating a permanent plain-mg
group staff, students, and parents on Seminar Planning
Board. The Seminar Planning Board's lady:- task is to revwv,,
and approve proposed seminars, oversee their development, Pld
respond to seminar evaluations The actual process developing
individual seminars and associated curriculum will involve large
numbers of staff, students, and parents, further, the Board might
call on persons expert in an area but not associated with the
school It will also require a coordinator of unusual intellectual
breadth and instructional competence The Seminar Planning
Board needs a spark

El. b.'
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is provide teachers with the maximum ability to individualize
instruction requires maximum material and equipment support
(computers, VCRs, videodisc-, and the like) Though technology
can be useful to the traditional high school, the teacher's control
of the Inc 'ictional environment in a Copernican high school will
allow tecnnology to be used even more effectively. Although
technology can be better used in a Copernican high school, im-
plementation should not await new equipment The teacher-stu-
dent relationship is the key to improving instruction, and that
relationship can be improved signific,:ndy with or without tech-
nical equipment

The Copernican Plan will create an instructional environment
that supports mastery learning. But mastery learning need not be
part of the program at the beginning It will be much easier for
teach, rs and students to develop and adapt to a mastery/credit
system if it is developed under a structure that accommodates its
implementation.

Every school has some trail- blazer teachers, teachers willing to con-
sider change (Rogers 1983) And every school has soloc teachers who
fear even mall changes. Parents and students fall into these categories
as well. Work with those students, parents, and staff who volunteer
or show ar interest Take your time, plan well; let everyone know
what's being planned so that more people, Including the critics, are a
part of the process

Most important, plan your evaluation at the sa ne time you I-lan
your program, and get help from a qualified, objective outside evalu-
ator. Then try a pilot program. The first year of any new program is
seldom t:ie best, but the results should be positive Then use the re-
sults of your evaluations to refine and improve the new program.

Finally, begin to develop other aspects of the Copernican Plan--the
mastery and credit systems and steps to dcjuvemhze the high school.
Most important, provide copinnionn opportu.., es for teachers to de-
velop a range of insiructional appr,,aches so they can effectively rake
advantage of their increased control over the mstru,nonal pro( ess and
the ne.\,, more personal, coaching relationships with their students



Summary and a Caveat

Since this proposal has not yet been fully implemented, much is still
to be learned. Moreover, many other concepts will need to be consid-
ered that have not yet surfaced One suggestion, which has i. -en of-
fered a number of times, is that the Copernican Plan is ideal for team
teaching. Supporting this suggestion is the Carnegie report, A Nation
Prepared. Teachers fir the 21st Century (Task Force on Teadung as a
Profession 1986), which states that restructuring would enable schools
to make more efficient use of our limited supply of teaching profes-
sionals It appears that a Copernican high school would be greatly
enhanced by a Carnegie team, and conversely, that a Carnegie team
would strengthen a Copernican high school. Once again, the tradi-
tional high school presents problems because it is orionted to depart-
ments of individual teachers rather than to teams

Now for the caveat. The basic question for most educators will
be, "Do we really have to change" No individual teacher or school
has to change, but there is no question that this nation's :ugh schools
are going to tie chanted As major national reports on education have
clearly stated, the nation faces very serious problems if it cannot im-
prove the capability of its citizenry and the quality of its work force.
Will the public schools as they are now constitute] make the changes
necessary to achieve these goals? Win educators provide the leadership
to meet the nation's demands? Or will others make the changes and
create new structures to replace or drastically modify our schools?
The stakes are high As President Kennedy once said "If not us,
who f no ilOW, Nviien" The ball is m the educators' court
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Endnotes

1 The 16th Annual Gallup Poll on public education found that only
41 percent of our citizens would support tax increases for public
schools (Educational Resear:li Service 1984) The 1988 Gallup Poll
found 64 percent of our citizens would increase taxes for public
schools (Gallup and Elam 1988)

During my tenure as superintendent of the Los Alamos, New
Mexico, Schools, 1969-1972, pilot nonremedial summer courses
were offered in EngLsh, math, biology, chemistry, industrial arts,
and art. Courses met four hours a day for six weeks, (A about 25
percent less time than during the regular year Student perfor-
mance was fully conic arable to that achievea during the regular
school year

3. The Effective Schools Research is one of several bodies of research
concerned with improving schools Another is the School 1m-
prov.!ment Research perhaps best ,ummanzed by Crandall (Cran-
dall and Loucks 1982) and Huberman and Miles (1984) An
excellent comparison of the two schools of research can Le found
in Clark, Lotto, and Astuto, "Effective Schools and :,chool Im-
provement. A Comparative Analysis of Two Lines of Inquiry"
(1984).

4. Although keeping abreast of the English activities of students not
currently assigned to their macroclass will not involve the intense
individual planning of the macroclass, it does mean additional re-
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sponsibility and work. If a school chooses to assign each student
an English teacher for an entire yelr, it will need to offset the
increased assignment by reducing the teaching loads of English
teachers in another area or areas An English aide or tutor could be
most useful ii. this work.

5. A few years ago, CBS askel selected high schools across the na-
tion to administer a simple 20-question test to all seniors. Mas-
conomet Regional High Sc iool accepted the invitation and found,
for example, that more tin n a third of our seniors could not name
the three branches of govern nent or the two houses of Congress.
Masconomet students generally average around the 70th percentile
on nationally standardized tests, and about 80 percent go on to
college.
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Appendix

Analysis of the Use of Seiool Time Each Day and
Comparison with a Traditional Schedule

The Copernican schedule options presented in Figure I, Ch,pter 2,
complete the school day at 2 39 7 he high school schedule used for
the comparison that follokNs provides an extra -help period that ends
at 3 10, four afternoons per week

A Arrival, Departure, and Passing Time:

Traditional Scheduk. 45 minutes

Copernican Schedule': (A) 24 min , (B) 3()

Difference: (A)-2 I min , 5

B Estimated Typical Student Instructional Time

Traditional Schedule: 1 hew taking tike and a half course,
chiding required physical education Ck cry other daN) average
bout 253 minutes File average student takes si\ courses, or 276
hunutes 1 hose taking seven subjects could spend 122 minutes
class

Copernican Schedule: The macroclass phis the interest /issues
seminar equals 296 minutes for Schedule A and 290 minutes Cor
Schedule B

.4 5
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Difference: Only students who now take seven courses would
have less instructional time under the Copernican schedules (ap-
proximately 1/2 hour less). For students now taking six courses,
Schedule A of the Copernican Plan offers 20 mor.: minutes,
Schedule B, 14 minutes,

C. Home Room:

Traditional Schedule: 8 minute periods.

Copernican Schedule: Estimated 5 minutes as part of
PHS Period

Difference: 3 immits

D. Lunch:

Traditional SLhedule: 35 minutes, including passing

Copernican Schedule: 41 rnmutes, including, passing

Difference: +6 minutes

E Allocated Extra Help:

Traditional Schedule: Average 40 min per day (45 minutes on 4
days =-- 180, 20 minutes on 1 day = 20 Tot d = 200/week )

Copernican Schedule. 7() n inittes/dav

Difference: 1-30 minutes/day

F Actual Extra Help/Study Hall Time:

Traditional Schedule. Extra help is optional but available, four
days/week Students spend one period (4( in In ) or tyy o pcnods
(92 nun ) rii supervised study halls Study halls range from about
40 to ,tudents

Schedule: All students report hack to the teacher(s)
of their macrodass(es) for 70 min of stud) or 'an help Stu-
dents on the 13 schedule yy mild report to the two Rai-hers on al-
ternate days

Difference: Thc net result is less study hall tune but more extra
help time Extra help tune is spent with the major class(es), with
professional help readily available in a small class Every student
will have well- planned study time Students may be released by
teachers to go to the second teacher under schedule Biccording
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to their need for help. They could also follow up on an interest/
issues seminar, possibly researching information for the next ses-
sion. The macroclasses have priority and time is controlled ty
those teachers.

G. 'Teacher/Student Time

Traditional Schedule: 284 minutes: classes 236 minutes; extra
help 40 minutes; home room 8 ---iutes.

Copernican Schedule: 360-366 minutes: macroclass(es) + seminar
+ PHS.

Difference: +76-82 minutes.

H. Administrative Assignments (Study Hall, Hall Duty, etc.)
Traditional Schedule: 46 min./day (230 min./week)

Copernican Schedule: None, without study halls and much less
movement of students, these duties will be covered by aides and
monitors.

Difference: -46 tes/day

1. Preparation Period

Traditional Schedule: 46 min./day (230 min./week). Five classes
to plan, plus adjustment to about 120 students

Copernican Schedule: 70 minutes PHS per day (less 5-A. minutes
for homeroom duties)

Difference: structional planning is to concentrate on individual
student progress in a single class or two Planning can involve
students during this period. "Extra help" is virtually the same as
planning. Only one or two courses, 30 to 40 students, to plan for

J. Teacher Work Day

Traditional Schedule: Monday-Thursday 7:40 p m
Friday 7 40 a.m -2:45 p m.

Coper.iican Schedule: Monday-Friday 7:40 a m -2:39 p m

Difference: Monday to Thursday, -31 nun , Friday, -6 nun.
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K. Administrative Meetings

Traditional Schedule: 135 minutes/month

Copernican Schedule: 135 minutes/month.

Difference: No change

L. Corridor Duty

Traditional Schedule: Thirty periods (46 nun.) per year. Eight
class changes per day to cover = 1380 minutes per year. Some
corridor duty is covered by aides.

Copernican Schedule: Covered by aides No teachers are
assigned.

Difference: 1380 nuntites/vcar With 100% assignment of stu-
dents to macroclasses and greatly unproved student control, this
duty should be covered satisfactorily by aides

M. Library

Traditional Schedule: Students sign up lieu of study hall.
Study hall teachers receive list from 1. ..ry to check attendance.

Copernican Schedule: Released by teacher to library. Release
could be from the macroclass or I'HS period. Release could be
justified to prepare for interest/issues seminar as well as
macroclass

Difference: No basic changes, but closer monitoring because
teachers of macluclasses know their students and their academic
progress They can also know students' seminar assignments and
can control student time to prepare for seminar

N Activities and Sports
Traditional Schedule: Begin after extra help at 3:1( p m Stu-

dents may study between the end of the last period and beginning
of sports activities, or they may be in a quiet area of cafeteria
Locker rooms arc opened at 2.45 p m. for students to dress.

Copernican Schedule: All activities and sports begin at 2 45 p.i n.
and end no later than 4:30 p.m. to allow a half hour to get ready
for the bus.

Difference: Late sports and activities would operate as they do
now, but without the wait time after extra help.
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0. Busing

Traditional Schedule: One late bus at 3:25 p m. Transportation
for evening practices is responsibility of parents.

Copernican Schedule: The same.

Difference: No change.



High school educators serious about preparing students to prosper
in the economic and political climate of the 21st century should
read The Copernican Plan then set about implementing it. This
volume is all that is needed to get started. It describes a new way to
structure the secondary school, provides class schedules, compares
the old way with the new, discusses the impact department by
department, and generally leads the wai through uncharted territory.

But the territory is not completely uncharted. The author's own
school district is piloting a version of this plan in the 1989-1990
school year. As we go to press, the ground work has been laid,
students and parents have signed on, a team of teachers has prepared
new instructional approaches and a year's worth of interest/issues
seminars, and an evaluation team is poised to observe and report)
the results.

Dr. Carroll would like to hear from others who are willing to give
his groundbreaking plan a try. We encourage any readers who are in-
terested in restructuring their schools along the lines of the Coperni-
can Plan to contact Dr. Carroll or The Regional Laboratory to inquire
about the Copernican Group.

About the author.. .

Dr. Joseph M. Carroll's record is onv of exceptional depth and
breadth. He has taught and administered from Montana to Massachu-
setts, where he i; currently superintendent of the Masconomet Re-
gional School District. He has been superintendent of the Los Alamos
(NM) Public Schools an was the first appointed superintendent of the
Palm Beach County (FL) schools, where he successfully dealt with
court ordered intergration and initiated minmum competency test-
inga program that had national impact. In thc 3960s he served as an
assistant superintendent and later associate superintendent of the Dis-
trict of Columbia Public Schools, where hit responsibilities included
research, budget, and representing the schools before congressional
committees. Earlier, he spent several years as a management consul-
tant with Booz, Allen and Hamilton.
His Copernican Plan draws conceptually and philosophically from

this range of experience, but it was his observation of the success of
awide range of students when they studied one or two subjects at a
time that provided the key to restructuring high schools. When Cop-
ernicus showed the sun to be the center of the universe, the motion of
the planets made sense. Similarly, Dr. Carroll's proposal to change the
schedule allows high school teachers to use knowledge about learning
to make classroom sense. In this proposal, Dr. Carroll has proved
himself an educational pioneer.
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